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Parent Charges:

EMPLOYER ASSAULTS SCHOOL GIRL, 15
Girl Escapes From One I
°Attack; Man Runs Her
Down, Rapes 2nd Time
A 15-year-old Woodstock Training school student, or sugetstions to the girl. 11/1-,en she
who volunteered to substitute for her mother on a house- failed te respond, he seized her,
and carried her into the bedroom
cleaning job after school, was raped last week by her white and attacked her.
employer, who threatened to kill her if she did not keep RUNS GIRL DOWN
The mother of the girl said that
quiet about the incident.
the child told her that during the
Arrested and held to the state
incident the telephone rang, and
on a charge of violating the age daughter was kept at the man's that while the man answered it
dr consent was Julian Yancey, home much later than usual, and she managed to escape and was 1
white, of 3745 Overton Crossing that when she did no: show up running down the driveway, when
rd., who entered a plea of not after 8 p. m., when she was sup- Yancey burst from the house,
guilty.
posed to have come back at 7:30 caught her, and drug her back
Ac larding to the victim's moth- she went to a neighbor's home and into the house and continued his
er,
or, the had two housecleaning called Yancey.
attack upon her.
a
jobs scheduled for the same eveBefore driving the girl home, the
TELLS
DAUGHTER
on
working
already
and
was
ning,
mother said her daughter told her
"He
said.
'You
must
not
be
unto
came
the
man
when
job
that the man made the child go
home to transport her to his easy about her. I'll bring her home into the bedroom and comb her
1use to work. Her daughter just as soon as my wife comes hair, and that he then drove her
said, "I'll go in mama's place, back,'" the student's mother said.'home. During the ride, she said
The distraught mother said that that the man told her daughter
ixrause it's too hard for her to
some time after the man did bring that if she divulged what had ocMake both jobs."
' the girl home, and quickly drove curred at his home that he would
DIDN'T LOOK RIGHT
came kill her
Her daughter, she said, worked 'away. When her daughter
crying, she said that
The mother said that she and
for the man, for whom she herself to the house
had already worked on three or- she asked her what was the
(See RAPE page 2)
sobbingchild
matter,
and
that
the
and,
casions. for three evenings,
that nothing unusual occurred to ly said, "Nothing.' and then burst
indicate that the man was any- into tears and latter explained
thing but a gentleman during that what had /happened during the
levening,.
time.
Last week, she said, Yancey I She said that Yancey, according
came to the house to get the girt, to the girl's explanation, had carand had some other men in the ried the girl to the house and had
car with him. She said that her gone away with his friends. When
son.in-law told her that be man he returned at 8:00, the child had'
"didn't look right," and appeared finished with the cleaning and
i was waiting to be taken home
to be intoxicated,
The girt's mother said that her when Yancey made some improp-
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MINNIE JEAN L R.

Colonel Gives
Helping Hand To A Hero
By STAFF WRITER

LEAVING — A tearful Minnie Jean Brown (center-fac•
ing caniera) expelled from
strife-torn Little Rock Central
high school, is consoled by
friends and former fellow students as she left Little Rock
for New York to attend school
for the balance of the semes-

ter. She vooed to return to
Central high next dell. Plane
was delayed 40 minutes as
FBI agents checked fellow
passengers' luggage after it
was rumored a bomb may
have been placed aboard. INP
Soundphoto.

HIT BY GRENADE
Firing at the advancing troops
from a machine position, and attempting to give orders to the other soldiers at the same time, he
said that he had not noticed that
the Reds had sneaked in behind
him until one of them tossed
grenade at him.
While attempinb to fight hls way
Out of a sea of Reds, the young
veteran said that he was shot
through the back, and does not
remember the other part of the
story.
Whenn he came to, he said, he
a4;a i an army hospital in Texas,
where he remained for several
months before being transferred
to Kennedy VA hospital here.
Mr. Pharr, who landed in France

Position On
Race Barrier
ARRIVING — A smiling Minnie Jean Brown, arriving in
New York. has a carsage Mord on her by Anona Ilollaid
at Idlewild airport. Expelled

that he decided to build a store
on the property, and the plans
which he presented to the Shelby
County Board of Adjustment were
approved.
Being set up in business will be
almost like receiving manna from
heaven for Mr, Barnes. Discharged in 1955 he has been receiving
Cooling to his assistance recenta pension of only $109 a month,
ly was Asst. City Atty. Robert on D plus 2,
needed someone to and he found that insuficient to
W. Pharr, who served on the gentake care of a few head of cattle
eral staff of the Fifth Corp in on his 39-acre plot, so when Mr. take care of his wile and five chilEurope as a colonel during World Barnes applied, he said that he, dren, but — at the same time, he
War II. It was reasonable that was quite impressed with the Ko- said, he was unable to find a job
which would allow him to work
Mr. Pharr would come to the aid rean veteran's background.
and not irritate his old war wounds
of Mr. Barnes, for the young
LIKE MANNA FROM ABOVE
at the same time.
man, who has had quite a bit of
At present there is a small two- "Each year I pick cotton for
bad luck since he left the servroom shack on the property, but a while," he said, "but my old
ice, has a brilliant war record. Mr.
Pharr said that it is not fit injuries always act up and 1 have
In fact, one of a hero.
for habitation. He was also con- to quit."
As a soldier stationed in Japan
cerned by the fact that the Young
with an infantry regiment, Mr. veteran's five children were living The young veteran's troubles
Barnes was among the firstapart
(See HERO page!)
l
from thier father. He said
American troops dispatched to the
Korean peninsula when the Communist invaded the Southern part
of the country.
Facing the enemy soon after
landing in that country, Mr. Barnes. as a 20-year-old master ser.
geant, found himself in command
of 376 men after all of the officers
in his unit had been killed.

When Louis Barnes, a 28-year-old disabled Korean
war veteran opens the store which is soon to be built for
him on Canada rd., some of his first customers might hear
the young storekeeper singing, "I'm So Glad, Trouble Don't
Last Always."

UK. NO Explains
If there Ls to be any change in the present plan of
barring Memphis Negroes from receiving credit for a
course in child psychology being presented over the educational television station, WKNO, it will have to come from
the university of Tennessee, Keith Nighbert, program director of the. station told the Tri-

1 Ex-Army
BROTHERHOOD

from Little Rock Central high
school, Minnie Jean will continue her studies in New York
at the New Lincoln school,

which offered her a scholarship. She's vowed she'll return to Little Rock in the
Call. INP Soundpboto

NAACP Opens
Campaign For
10,000 Members

other students. Their only contact
State Defender this week.
"We have placed no restrictiosn with the school would be on the
course,"
date when they applied to take
on who might take the
HERO TO OPEN STORE —
!the final examination.
he said.
Louis Barnes, a 28-year-old
protest
considerable
DIDN'T KNOW
There wi:s
disabled veteran of the Korean
The Memphis branch of the N.
last week from the Memphis BoardI But Theodore Weber, director of
war, who was severely woundA, A. C. P. launched its 1958 VicEducation when it was learned*the university's extension division,
ed ohile leading 376 men
tory Membership Campaign last
admitbe
nct
would
said,
that
Negroes
could
Negroes
not be
t
against the Reds after all of
by admitted, because the course is
Thursday evening at the Univeroffered
being
course
the
to
the officers had been killed.
division, taught on the undergraduate level,
sal Life Insurance company buildthe school's extension
operated I and for that reason Negroes would
ing with a "push-off" meeting.
for the station is being
taxes,1 not be eligible to enter for
The goal for this year has been
college
on funds provided through
set at 10,000 memberships.
Many Negro teachers and nurs- credit.
A crusade to curb and prevent juvenile delinquency
course.
Leading out in this year's camMembers of the Board of Edo.
es would like to take the
sent cation said that they did not know among the teenagers in this area is being planned by the
paign' for new memberships as
and on applying woeld be
SLAIN
BY
NEIGHBOR
—
any that WKNO was offering courses
books and pamphlets just like
members of the Buff City and Shelby County Council Roosevelt Meyets, jr. of 3079 chairman and co-chairman are Dr.
that were being given on a segreAlcorn ave., the father of four I. A. Watson, jr., and Rev. David
of
Junior Gallic Clubs.
gated basis, Mrs. Arthur Sessel,
S. Cunningham, pastor of Collins
small children, was stabbed to
who said that "we have no NisiScheduled to begin the first week in March, and to death on
Chapel CME church, and uresiSaturday in the Broad
Norman Lloyd Ray, 44, of St.
ness pouring money into courses run for an indefinite period, the;
dent of the CME Alliance.
Si. Cafe by a neighbor, Wil.
closed to Negroes," promised that young people will discuss good,
Dr. Watson and Rev. Cunning- Louis, who parked a stolen cigarHam "Rubber" Hudson, who is
"All
of
these
vitalsubjects
are
the matter would be discussed at citizenship in panel discussions at:
said to have held an old grudge ham have asked ministers and ette vendor service truck in the
ly important if we are to raise
the next Board meeting.
various churches, and over radio'the social standards of Memphis
against the victim. An em- other community and organization- rear of the Pentecostal Temple
The station's president, Julian stations, WLOK and WDIA.
ployee of the Kroger company, al leaders to give them active Church of God in Christ, in Memand Sheby county," a spokesman
Bondurant, said that he could not Subjects which will be discussMr. Myers was the son of support in the present campaign. phis, was shot on Tuesday afterfor the organization said recently.
give any comment OG the situa- ed by the young panelists during
Roosevelt Myers, Sr., a well- Each person who joins the or- noon when police arrived and
tion, until he had had some time the crusade will include alcohol- Improvement in the areas to be
known resident of the Bing- ganization is asked to get his found him trying to open a strong
added, would go a long way in
to think it over. Prior to being ism, profanity, murder, thefts, self
hampton community. Hudson friends to likewise.
box in the rear of the vehicle,
covered in discussions, it was
notified by a reporter, he said respect and respect for others,
fled fa:glowing the incident, and
Several mammoth membership which, according to police officadded, would go a long way in
that he had not known that Negroes driving, voting, sex, religion, and
at press time was still being rallies will be staged during the ials, contained nearly $750.
could not take the course.
school attendance.
(See TEENAGERS page 2) I sought by police.
campaign.
Ray, who has a record of 39

Teenagers Plan Attack
On Youth Delinquency

iik

will open a store on Canada:'
rd, in the near future. The
store is being erected by Asst.
City Atty. Robert W. Pharr,
who was a colonel during
World Wei II in Europe. (Photo by Withers.)

Bold Fellow With An
Axe Stops A Bullet
previous arrests with the Memphis
Police department, sought to flee
after being told to stop by Patrolman W. S. Schultz and Lt. R.
I. Finch, as he attempted to go
around the corner of the church.
The bullet entered his back,
just to the right of the spine.
The truck was parked at 339Beale at,, when it was stolen, and
police were combing the city in
See BOLD page 21

Tense Moments...Showdown At Credit Union Meeting
Negro members of the racially-mixed Harvester Lane into the assembly room.
plaint. Clay told about Negro ed seats or stood anywhere they
Credit Union used a court order Saturday to assure an This situation came about, ac- members' failure to follow an ori- wished in the assembly room.
cording to an eye-witness, when a ginal directive from meeting chair- There were no further incidents.
Integrated meeting of the organization held in the recrea- white Credit Union member nam-' man,
Estes Kuykendall that they In fact, the meeting ended on a
ed Don Clay told a Negro mem- assemble in a section of the room note of friendly harmony, as Netion room of the Frayser Shopping Center Theater.
ber,
Philander
Pugh,
to
go
to
the
separate
from the white members. gro and white members participatAccording to George L. Holloway Jr., veteran memother side of the meeting room The officer then wanted to know ed in a door prize drawing. Prizes
tense moments 36 pt.
to participate in the business that who wr:4 causing

tionist groups became pronounced
in Memphis. It was then that officials of the union, obviously, inl'APACAMP
fluenced by segregationists in the
DIRECT
TO
Williams
membership, began indicating a
WING° — Mrs. Therese
desire that Negro members either
will serve as the director of Camp
it
summer.
meet separately or accept segreTapawingo again this
any trouble. Clay were won and distributed, with all gated seating at the meetings.
has been announced by Mrs. M. I. her of the credit union and an or not Negro members could at- was to
follow.
Taps
indicated
Pugh,
of
the
and
other
chairman
Negroes
from
the
FORMED
THE UNION
numbers being drawn
Ilawkins,
,tend meetings on an integrated
International Harvester Company
Pugh refused to go, and con- present who had not followed Kura
,same box, and without any show
Negro members refused this arwing° Committee ot Tenn,-Ark,- employe, some 1.34 Negro mem- basis. In one or two instances, tinue!i
filling
out
his ballot. kendaIrs instructions. The police
rangement, remembered that when!
of racial feeling.
Was. Girl Scout Council, Mrs. V/11.
bers of the organization assembled meetings have been disrupted Union members were voting on a lieutenant then announced that it
The balloting did not result in the union was formed in 1949, NeHams has directed Tapawingo for
although
meeting,
or
shifted
about
because
of
the
for
Saturday's
slate
of
officers
for
the
organizawould he necessary for Clay to get. any Negro's being elected an of- groes employed at International
the past four years, serving in this
it was scheduled to be held in agitation. Negro members have in- tion. Clay announced he would a warrant for anybody's arrest,
capacity when the camp wan loficer. But, a spokesman for the Harvester company, were among
in
sisted
on
the
right
to
attend
meet
is
regarded
Frayser.
Frayser
summon
the
police
and
left
the
and
until such a warrant, contain- Negro members said, it was felt the leaders in forming the credit
Sepcated at Fuller Park, Until
of ings on a non-segregated basis.
hot-bed
as
a
(wafters
some
room.
Five
or
six
minutes
later
ing
spee
ilk
complaints
was,
was
Williams
obtain'that a principle had been estab- union. Veteran employes like Odell
tember, 1957, Mrs.
and segregational- CALLED POLICE
he returned followed by six offic- ed, no arrests would be made. lished in the matter of integrat- Coleman and Mr. Holloway, along
a member of the professional staff Pro-Southerner
sentiment in Memphis.
No serious trouble developed at ers and the lieutenant. Later eight The officers then left the room. ed versus segregated meetings.
with others, were among the first'
on the Tenn.•Ark.-Miss, Girl Scout ist
Mr. Holloway stated that the votCouncil. since that time she has Activities of the segregationists Saturday's meeting, although at more officers arrived in the room.
The question of integrated versus to put Up their money to join.
ing for officers of the credit union segregated members arose in the Mr. Coleman is a charter member.
worked with the Board of Educe- have caused trouble for the credit Bone juncture some 18 officers of NO WARRANT, NO ARRESTS
thin as a leacher of handicapped union members over a period of the Memphis Police Department, The lieutenant asked who called then proceeded peacefully. Negro credit union group first in 1056, When efforts were made to seg.
months on the issue of whether led by a lieutenant were called for officers and what was the corn- members, men and women, select- when activities of pro-segrega- regata Negro members attending
ildrea.

e

•

1

meetings in 1956 and later in 1957,
at Ellis Auditorium and elsewhere,
the matter was carried to court.
(See MEETING page 2)

SUPREME LIBERTY
MOVES TO VANCE
The Supreme Liberty 1.ife
Insurance company District
Office announced its new office
location. It la 656 Vance Avenue. The firm will be at the
new spot March 1, 1938. The
Supreme Liberty telephone
number is JA 6.4845. F.. R.
Payne is district office man-

ager.

ER
2 DEFEND
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3 Lives Could Have Been Saved

March 1, 1958

(Continued From Page 1)

Universal Upgrades
Miss F. M. Hassell
Mrs. Frances Massey Hassell,
employed by the Universal Life
Insurance company for the past 10
tvars, was recently promoted to
administrative assistant to the secretary of the company.
; Mrs. Hassidl, who lives at 3022.

MISS HASSELL

Lauderdale, in her present poetlion will handle the company's advertising, public relations, and
other matters pertaining to executive affairs.
B. G. Olive, jr., vice president
and secretary of the company,
said, "Mrs. Hassell started out as
a cashier at one of our branch
offices, and received a broad concept of those qualities which are
vital in dealing with the public.
She also learned how to deal with
the field personnel, and became
familiar with their problems.
"Since coming to the home office," Mr. Olive said, 'she has
served efficiently in every office
that has been entrusted to her."
Mrs. Hassell, a native of Woodstock, Tenn , was graduated from
the Shelby County Trebling
school at Woodstock, and has attended Lane college and the Robinson Business college in Jackson.
Henderson Business college, and
has taken extension work from
Tennessee State A and I university.
She is the mother of one daughter, Marian, an eighth grade student at the St. Anthony school.

Nashville Visitor
Killed By Auto
Nd3HVILLLE, Tenn. — Lovely Mrs. Baena Sadella Johnson of
Patrjejs Lee Winder, recent grad- 5755 3. Michigan aye., Chicago.
uate- of Depaul university, was She was a member of Delta
killed Sunday in Nashville, when Sigma Theta sorority.
She was struck by an automobile

Teenagers

Bold

Miss Ida Mae Walker
Promoted To New Pest

an effort to find it.
Miss Ida Mae Walker, of 588
GETS AN AXE
Walker ave., was recently made
Mrs. Julia Thomas, of 223 S. supervisor of the investment deWellington at., Apt. A, who was partment of the Universal Life
home in bed with the flu, said Insurance company, it was an,
that the man drove the truck flounced last week.
around to the rear of her apart- The new supervisor of the in
ment around 1:30 p. m., and that vestment department came to Unishe thought that he was going to versal Life in June, 1943, and'
unload some food for the church. began her service with the comHe rushed off, she said, and re- pany as a clerk in the actuarial
turned a few minutes later with department. Since then she has,
worked as mail clerk, cashier, and;
an axe.
chairman'
"I went out and told him not as secretary to the
to break my clothesline, and he of the board.
Miss Walker's father, A. R.
told me that he would be there
only a few minutes. He had tome Walker, of Indianola, Miss., now
work that he had to do on his living in semi-retirement, was for
27 years an employe of Universal,
truck," she said.
in several capacities,
The man she said attempted to and served
retirement he was ag"fix" somethin gin the rear of the Before his
for the company's
truck, but a few minutes later he ency director
dashed away and came back with Southern Division.
attened the Caboanother axe, and a piece of iron. Miss Walker
County Training school at ClarksMISS IDA MAE WALKER
"I opened the door and asked
dale, Miss., and received her
him why he had come so close
the Seqtdms
bachelor of science degree in busi- She is member of
to our doors to work on it, and
the Alcorn Bridge club and Alpha Kappa :11from
education
ness
he said that be would move it in
A and M college at Alcorn, Mist. ph sorority.
a minute. I said 'You still haven't
answered my question about why
you have parked your truck so
close to our house to work on
it," she said.
TWEE DIED HIRE, but ft
could have been ,prevented
firemen say if they had been
Operatheir
in
notified
tion Neighbor campaign that
the building was occupied by
two invalids and a child. Burned to death last week at 605

Tillman st., were Nelson Finney, 62, who was sick and is
bed, and his 78.year-old sister,
Mrs. Eliza Howard, and her
l2.year-old grandson, who perished nhen a blaze swept
through the 3-roem buildingCapt. Dave O'Sullivan, of the
fire marshal's office, said that

the fire evidently smddered
for some time, and that the
victims were probably suffocated by carbon monoxide gas
before the house burst into ,
flames. The house was littered with trash. (Photo by
Withers.)

Husband-Wife Team Seek
Way To Help BeatLukemia

GREENSBORO, N. C. — A research project which could have
possible application in the treatbenefiting individuals as well a ment of lukemia, is underway at
whole.
a
the community as
& T. college.
The members of the Bluff City A.
A husband-wife team of Dr.
and Shelby County Council V Jun
appointed to serve on the crusade!George C. Royal, jr., professor of
committee are Miss Josephine 'bacteriology, and Dr. Gladys W.
Watkins, chairman; Miss Gwen- Royal, professor of chemistry,
dolyn Meanings co-chairman Miss started the project recently.
Mary Trails, second co-chairman; A first-year grant of 98,900 has
Miss Helen Wilson, secretary: Miss been made available by the U. S.
Pearly Williams, corresponding Atomic Energy Commission in
secretary; Elbert Lindsay, chair-. partial support of the research enman of the program and panel titled, "Biochemical and Immunocommittee; and Mies Eunice Trot- logical Comparisons of Animals
ter, secretary of the program and Protected from Radiation by Bone
panel committee.
Marrow Treatments."
Miss Wilson is also the reporter
! PATRICIA LEE WINDEX
ONZ OF SERIF/
for the organization.
yrhich reportedly ran through a
This Investigation is one of a
red light.
series being conducted In many
The daughter of Mrs. Mamielaboratories with the main oblite Parker, of 9152 Ruben Drive,
of learning more about the
jective
students
visiting
was
bliss Winder
radiation on physiologicof
effects
the
over
university
of Meharry
al functions of animals.
weekend, when the fatal accident (Continued From Page I)
In some cases; the treatment of
Occurred.
A 51eharry student who was some members of her family lukemia may involve body irradiHUSBAND-WIFE TEAM—Dr.
walking with Miss Wind, at the went to the home of the woman ation in an attempt to destroy the
Gladys W. Royal, professor of
time was seriously injured in the for whom she worked during the disease producing cells.
day, and told her of the incident
mishap.
The subsequent injection of bone ebemiatry, and Dr. George C.
and that the woman called the po- marrow maybe employed to miniWEEK-END TRIP
Royal, professor of biology,
to
back
girl
the
delice who carried
An employe in the service
both of the faculty at A & T
mize post-irradiation effects.
had
Yancey
that
combut
the scene,
partment at the telephone
The team is working with many
later,
arrested
was
to
He
down
away.
went
gone
pany Miss Winder
animals already exposed to IrradiNashville Friday evening for the and posted bond.
John ation and supplied by the biology
to
carried
was
home
student
The
return
to
was
and
,weekend
National LabGaston hospital, where she was division. Oak Ridge
Sunday evening.
that oratory.
Funeral rites have been set for treated, and doctors confirmed
Mrs. Royal, who holds the Pb.
Thursday, 11 a.m. at Shiloh Bap- she had been attacked.
D. degree in biochemistry from
tist church, 48th and Wabash ave.,
Ohio State university, joined the
where she was an active member.
A. and T. faculty in 1953.
The wake will be held Wednesday
•
The husband, holder of a Ph. D.
Loin 7 until 8 p.m. in the chapel
degree in immunology from the
at 4455 S. Parkway, Chicago.
University of Pennsylvania, came
Interment will be in Burr Oak
here first in 1952. The couple has
cemetery.
two children, George III, 9 and
Miss Winder who planned to be
Geraldine Gynnette, 1.
gin studying for her master's deBy TOMMY PARKER
gree in the fall, wa engaged to
of HULBERT, Ark. — A 76-year,marry Clyde Ware, jr., son
Gloria Jean. Rundy Lee
old grandmother was burned to ment and
also burned and redeath, and a family of 12 were Scullock was
left homeless when fire destroyed quired treatment.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Theola
After emergency treatment, all
Stafford, or , here last week,
members of the family except
Dead in the blaze which started Mrs. Stfford, and her daughter, NURSE CONVICTED — Hrs.
in the early morning was Mrs. dargarette, were released.
(Continued From Page 1)
Lents Palmer, a 22-year-old
Ester Gatlin, the mother of Mrs.: The Stafforda lost all of their practical nurse, who was
have not been conined to his war Stafford.
fire.
the
in
possessions
!
beaten by a deputy sheriff in
wounds. Last Summer, his wie, Also injured In the blaze, and
when he arwhom he married at the age of taken to the hospital for treat- The largest demand for electric Clarksdale, Mils.,
her for not havine driv.44, when both of them were ment, were Mr. and Mrs. Stafford, light bulbs is for those in the 60 rested
er's license, despite the fact
!ibigh school students in Jackson, and their children, Theola, jr., and 100-watt sizes, used chiefly in
that she was merely a passen:Tenn., was injured in an auto ac- Ulysses, Alvin Lee, Zetta B., Lil-!households and business establishger In the car, was found
eident, and died a month later.
Leon, Cle- ments.
Margarette,
lie
Louise,
guilty on a charge of refillA few days ago his youngeht
ing arrest by an all-white
,ehild, Louis, jr., lost the use of
Starts SUNDAY!
ds left arm and left leg and had
MARCH 2nd
:to be carried to John Gaston
yitospital for observation. Doctors,
4—BIG DAYS-4
.311r. Barnes mill be erected, and
on
clot
blood
a
110y might have
his brain.
There is not a store within two
miles of the site upon which the
,Ifi• tore for Mr. Barnes will be
'Ill PULSE 1811/10111i
rAhectcd, L'!!1 the people in the ,
CAGED...BOY HUNGRY
INICA N lOU FROM
OVERSEW
MAD'
o'llrea have already promised he
WILDCATS GONE
• said to give him their business.
!, At present the other four chil;Aron are living with his sister-In"law, Mrs. Bernice Mason, but as
• noon as the store is completed
he plans to bring them home.
, NOT YET
Two young widows, one in Misd
sisissippi and one in Missouri, have I
;learned of Mr. Barnes' plight,I
• Mid have written to let him know f
that they are willing to be his
"pen pals," but for now the
young man says that he is not
Interested in getting married.
• "It will be time enough to think
about that after I get the store
OPENING NOTICE — Comma.
TIL10
s""w4
G1osm5CAS
, darted." he said.
his Pictures' "Cowboy," the
Barnes has had some ex.
sossFORD
story or the West as It really
production
siterience at working with merchan-,
ES
10.008YRN•DAmemommiiiiitionit
was, stars Glenn Ford a n d
ll eictUI
tr4100.. As a young lad he worked ,
An Americ
Jack 'Ammon. Anna Kashfi
"Ilr his father's store in Browns.'
and Brian Denleyy on now at
dile. He is a graduate of Marry'
Ike Malice Theatre. A spectsc
High school in Jackson.
(Continued From Page I)

Anti-Bias Unit •
Opens L.A. Office

COPS ENTER
Mrs. Thomas said that before
the man had an opportunity to
answer her question two uniformed policemen came over the stonel
block wall behind the church
and yelled for him to halt. When
LOS ANGELES — The Presi- f principal speaker.
he kept running, she said, they dent's Committee on Government Leaders of social agencies Cenelimination of disstruck
bullet
a
and
him,
at
fired
Coatract this week carried its cerned with the
prectiges
him in the back.
fight against discriminatory em- criminatory employment meeting,
Mrs. Cleo Riley, who lives in the ployment practices into one of the attended an afternoon
vice presidint
apartment next to Mrs. Thomas, nation's most rapidly expanding when Ivan L. Willis,
l Harvester Co..
said that she had been attending areas of industrial employment o/ the Internationa President Nixand Vice
a Bible class at the church, and when it opened a West Coast Re- presided
on was principal speaker, '
that she became suspicious as gional Office in Los Angeles.
folsoon as she noticed that the panel The opening of the regional of- The afternoon meeting was
after whirls
truck was connected with cigar- fice and the appointment of Le- lowed by a reception,
dMner
a
ettes, because she knew that the land L. Wilder, Newport Beach the committee attended
County Cenchurch had nothing to do with to- Southern California civic leader, by the Los Angeles
Vice President
as regional director, was announc- tral Labor Council.
bacco.
Committee Nixon and Secretary Mitchell
In case something would turn ed when the President
here Secretary Mitchell spoke.
meetings
of
series
a
held
out wrong, she said, she jotted
leaders of business, Vice President Nixon told
with
19
Feb.
of
the
number
the
license
down
agenceis and social agency leaders that "noiP
vehicle. She said that she heard labor and social
U. S.
ves of government ing is more damaging to
Mrs. Thomas talking to the man, representati
prestige abroad" than the nation's
agencies.
we
and when the shots were fired, contracting
what
The office here is the second re- failure to "practice
and
she thought that the man had shot
headquarters the committee preach" regarding equality
gional
her neighbor.
our people.
has established in its expanding democracy for all of
nt of a
Before the wounded man was
program for the elimination of dia. He said the establisnme us to
carried away, police had her to , crimination because of race, re- West Coast office "enables
come out and verify that he was. ligion, color or national origin in concentrate" on the problems of
the man who had been with the work performed tinder government discrimination in employment. He
the comtruck.
contract, according to Vice Presi- told his audience that
According to Asst. Police Chief dent Nixon, chairman of the com- plaints which the committee reoffice
Coast
U. T. Bartholomew, the man told mittee.
ceives in its West
them that he was out on bond for FIRST IN CHICAGO
"will show your awareness of the
to cora similar charge in St. Louis.
The first regional office wis situation and your desire
opened in Chicago in May, 1957. rect it."
Later, speaking to labor lead"We expect the Los Angeles ofcould
fice will enable us to develop ers, he said that California
nation
closer and more productive rela- be proud of its nondiscrimi
pertions with those most concerned record, but that "we are not
rewith the elimination of discrim- fect in this respect. We most
inequil,
(Continued -?rom Page 1)
inatory employment practices in move the last vestiges of
labor m
an area which has a significant ty, and the help of the
Chancellor Rives Menker issued concentration of government con- ment is needed and appreciated,"
a court order giving the Negro tract activity," Mr. Nixon said.
Mitchell told businessmen that
members the right to attend all The new regional office, like -the the U. S. cannot continue tO Maine
meetings as full members without one in Chicago, will work with its manpower through job 4.5regard to the wishes of those who members of minority groups, gov- crimination against minority
wanted them barred or segregat- ernment contractors and other groups.
ed.
employers, labor organizations
Saturday's meeting, in Frayser, and 'social agenclea working in
ALEX MITEFF BEATS
held at 2:30 p, m., was the first the field of merit employment
NINO VALDES IN A
occasion to test developments un- Nixon said.
BLOODY RING BATTLe
der the court order. The result is
Members of minority groups, or
regarded as a defeat for the pro- agencies representing them, may
Alex
NEW YORK — •(INS)
segregationists elements.
file complaints with the regional Miteff, ninth-ranking heavyWeght
A spokesman for the Negro mem- office of the committee if they be- from Argentina, scored a
bers of the credit union said that lieve a government contractor has round split decision over sixth.
several of the Negro members of discriminated against them be- ranked Nino Valdel; of Cubit:- in
the organization were candidates cause of race, religion, color or Friday night's nationally-tele ed
for office, but that all were de- national origin.
fight at Madison Square Ga
feated despite the fact that all of The committee's program in
Miteff woChis
the approximate 135 Negro pres- Los Angeles included four sepa- The 21-year-old
desitte
ent cast their votes for them. The ate mettings. The committee met 15th fight in 16 pro starts
votes were nearly 3000 to 135 in with about 75 Compliance officers a cut nose which bled profly
the second round on. :
favor of the winners.
of government contracting agen- from
Nine'sjefeat ended a strait; of
Ilad- all of the nearly 400 Ne- cies during the morning.
gro members who belong to the Approximately 70 business and nine straight victories which—beHarvester Lane Federal Credit Industrial leaders attended a com- gan in the summer of 1958.
Union been present, he said, they mittee luncheon, when Secretary the 15th setback in 58 bou
would not have encountered any of Labor James P. Mitchell, vice the Cuban. who outweighed
2.
1
difficulty in getting a representa- chairman of the committee, was by 4,-5 pounds at 209/
tive in office.
Atty. J. F. Estes is counsel for
the Negro group which scored the
::
Viii0 Mkt
victory.
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Metting

Rape

college, conduct a research
project at the college on effects of atomic radiation on
animal tissue.

Grandmother, 76
les n •ire;
Lett Homeless

min

Hero

male jury in Coahoma County
court recently. With Mrs. Palmer when she was arrested,
and driving the vehicle, was
Frank Bluntsnn. jr., right,
president of the Student Council at Coahoma Junior college.
Mrs. Palmer's attorney Abraham Sherman said he would
appeal the case.
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'And Suddenly ... It's Spring With Les Voguettes
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PREVUE — The two photos
show members of the 1,es Voguettes club portraying the

•

kind of fashions you'll see at
the club's breath taking chart-

ty fashion show on March 23.
A special event of this spec-

kelp select these ladies by
clipping and filling out the

ballot 011 pare two of this newspaper. A ballot is carried each

week to give you ample opportunity to vote your choice.

• schoolrooms, nursery rooms. choir
ceived a $42,000 grant and a
room, social halls, kitchen, and
S10,000 loan from the Board of office for the minister, who is Dr.
American Missions of the United Merrill Proudfoot.
North , Each member of the congregaChurch,
Presbyterian
America, to build an educational tion has already
subscribed to
which
edifice,
present
the
unit to
shares of the $10,000 loan through
will also get an exterior and in- a campaign being headed by J.
terior face-lifting, including a bal- Herman Doves.
is to begin
cony. Construction
late in March.
One light year is approximately
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — A loan' Chapel) on the campus has re- The addition will Include Church st's trillion miles.
of $623,000 to assist in the construction of the new dormitories has
been granted Knoxville College by Ii
the Housing and Home Finance
Agency of the Federal Government.
Work on the dormitories, one for
women and one for men, will begin arcund April 1. Because of
the great need for both they will
be built simultaneously.
These ultra-modern structures,
first to be erected on a new lonerange development plan accepted
by the Board of Trustees last
year, will have special features,
such as T-V rooms in the center
of each floor level, elevator, kitchenette and dining facilities, large
recreation rooms, laundry, beauty
parlor, inter-corn to each room
with buzzer system, sick bays for
students who need special services
not requiring hospitalization. and
a suite of rooms for the director.
The site selected for the two
buildings is behind the north west
goal of the athletic field. With two
persons to a room the five-story
structure for women will accommodate 118 and the four-story
building for men 88. Movable furnishings throughout the buildings
will be a gift of the Women's
General Missionary Society of the
United Presbyterian church.
"The two new dormitories will
provide improved livings facilities, help eliminate overcrowded
conditions, and also enable the
College to increase its enrollment
up to approximately 700 students."
President James A. Colston said.
Meanwhile the First United PresChurch
(MacMillan
byterian

Also$52,000For
Church Addition

or leada could
mloation
not pernnst re-

U. S.
Nation
Arab
RecognizsNw
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
U. S yesterday formally recognized the new united Arab republic of Egypt and Syria, and eatended "good wishes" to the new
nation.
Formal notification of the 17. &
action was presented to the new
Arab nation by I) S. Ambassador
Raymond Hare in Cairo. Thia
move came three days after Egypt
and Syria conducted plebiscites,
and voted a complete union.
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MAKE DEMOCRACY WORK ...
BY SECURING THE RIGHT:

minority

TS
rThr.
Alex
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TO WORK indiscriminately
TO RESIDE where your dollars can buy
TO ATTEND the nearest school to you
TO OCCUPY any vacant seat on the buses and other
public transportation
• TO ACHIEVE fair trial and equal treatment by the court
and end police brutality, intimidations and abuses

worcthis
despite
rofimely
D'art of
hicb- be. It Was

raW

ED

tatlon of the Ten Rest-Dressed
Women in the city. You can

Knoxville Gets $625,000 For Dorms

tO COT-

I

teenier, which Is a first In
Memphis, will be the preseu-

FISK . LINCOLN GET TOGETHER — Students and facsilty members of Fisk university and Lnicoln university
(Jefferson City, Mo.) exchange
veiwpoints on the play, picnic which the Lincoln players
presented at Fisk to kick off an
exchange program between the

two schools. Seated, left to
coorright, are Dr. Lillian
bees, director of the Fisk university Stagecrafters; Miss
of Chicago,
June Radford
Stagecrafters secretary, Miss
Patsy Jackson of St. Louis who
portrayed "Madge" in the production. Standing, left to right

are Dr. Thomas II Pawley,
director of the Lincoln Play.
erg; Lawrence Cayce of Farm'
inton, Mo., who played the
role of "Howard," and Claude
Gulliford of Dodge City, Kans.,
"Hal Carter" in the play. —
Photo by Gunter.

ed from entering her classroom,,1
threatened with violence, blocked
locating discipline. If that be true, from reaching her table in the
where did the principal muster school cafeteria, hit with a bowl
the brazen effrontery to ask Min- of hot soup twice, called insulting
nie Jean to bear the physical vio- names, and hit in the back with
lence add intimidation from ag- a rock.
In retaliation, she spilled the con
gressors.
It is common-place knowledge tents of her cafeteria tray upon
and answered
that a bully or bullies, male Of two tormentors
female will harass a schoolmate back to at least one pupil who
.eactzr„,
I
of apparent timid nature, in an abused her verbally.
During the entire sorry situation.
all white or all Negro or all Indian school. It is simple to figure aggravated by pro-segs outside of
out what will happen when the the school and carried out by
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
thugs are white, the victims are pawns of the segregationists inside
Negroes and the word has spread of the school, not one white stuthat the Negro has agreed not to dent has been expelled. One white
The "reasons" given by Princi- , "After provocation of girl stu- retaliate verbally nor physically boy was suspended for an indef
Mite period of time, while four
pal Jess W. Matthews of Central dent, she called the girl "w hite when harassed.
High school for expelling Minnie, trash," after which the girl threw, The most contemptible creature 'others were suspended for three
t cloaked in the sprouting design of days.
Jean Brown further confirms our her purse at Minnie Jean."
It is obvious that wind was tak
Note the phrases, "Not retal- man at the school was the sapbelief about the average white
iate verbally or physically to any ling of a youth who kicked Min- en out of the sails of the pro-segs
man:
they learned that within a
when
He is going to bend to pressure harassment," and "leave the mat- nie Jean from the rear. Any boy
few hours after explosion, Minnie
from his pale-skin brother and pur- ter to school authorities to han- who lifts his foot to a girl or woman is the lowest fecrn of coward. Jean had a full tuition scholarsue the course of least resistance dle."
ship to study at an interracial
We agree that it is the respon- Yet, such a lad is to bepitied.
when it comes to a matter of rasibility of the school to handle In view of the situation at Central school in New York of the highcial conflict.
est calibre. Resentment apparentFollowing is the exact text of such problems. We are convinced High. For, the boy merely refor spreading
the "reasens" given by Principal from the reports received from flected the utter contempt of his ly was the reason
relMatthews in his notice to Minnie inside the school and from relia- elders at home and elsewhere in the false bomb scare alarm,
plane
boarded in
the
she
to
ative
ble sources, that the deplorable the neighborhood for Negro wom/eon on Feb. 6:
New
for
York.
Rock
Little
"Reinstated on probation Janu- state of discipline at Central High anhood and Negroes, period.
Reliable sources in Little Rock
ary 13, 1068, with the agreement! Is partly responsible for the sus- If a Negro boy had lifted his
at she would not retaliate ver- pensions and the Brown student's foot to a white girl, the entire report INot bigots throught Minnie
South would have risen tip in a Jean Aduld be out of school for
ily or physically, to any harass- expulsion.
the remainder of the year. AnyCertainly Principal Matthews is hue and cry for "nis blood
ent but would leave the matter
-:e.red, block- one who holds such nonsense to
Minnie Jean wax .
to school authorities to handle. ' able to determine what is deter.

A10# , FOR THE

7RECORO
by I. Alex Wilson

• TO LIVE as human beings and American citizens
• TO ENJOY all the privileges, freedoms and comforts
enjoyed by any other American citizen
• TO EXPRESS your wishes at the ballot box

Through your membership with an American organization

THE N. A. A. C. P.
The time is now—Don't Delay
Join the N. A. A. C. P. — Today
This Advertisement Sponsored By:
Atlanta Life Insurance Company
Mutual Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n. of Memphis
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company
Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Company
Tri-State Bank of Memphis
West End Cleaners
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'Miss F. M.Jones
Becomes Bride
Of R. Dickerson

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 1, 1958

lifemphians Asked To
Mail In Census Forms

Campus Cleric
Speaker For
Men's Day

Rev. Theodore A Braun, cani
The meetings are being condu/10
If census report forms !eft at 1.7. S. Census Bureau's regional of. pus minister for the Fennsylvanlr
IRS'!' BAPTIST CHELSEA
7:-0 p.m., unhard work and tat- ed each night from
Memphis are not filled fice at Atlanta, was recently apthe
homes
Through
in
Mii3s Freddie Mae Jones, the out and mailed in the next few, pointed to replace David M. Sim- State university, will be the guest ent of the twelve participating clr- I til 9 p.m., with color slides being
speaker at the Men's Day prodaughter of Rev. and Mrs. C. days, further contact with the
Day at' used to illustrate the lectures.
moos, jr.. who had been heading gram of the Jubilee Temple, 114 cies, Annual Missionary
Jones, was united to Robert D. households will have to be made,
Church' Present at the church on last
Chelsea
Baptist
First
the
re
was
Mr.
Simmons
project.
the
F.. 59th at., on
Dickerson in a ceremony at the Reese P. Helmer, recently apone The lad- Saturday during the services were
outstanding
an
was
post
Los
home
in
his
to
called
Sunday, Feb. 27
Charles E. Dudley, former
Ellis Grove Baptist church on pointed supervisor of the Mem- Angeles to make preparations for
ies, cled in beautiful black dress. Elder
Rev. Braun IS
of the church, along with
Poplar St. last Sunday. Her father phis Special Census said recently.' the taking of 25 special censuses
es with pink corsages, presented pastor
of
•
graduate
Mrs. Dudley and the Co u p 1 e ' a
is the pastor of the church.
To avoid inconveniences to both ! in California which the bureau Eden seminary
as their pi incipal speaker for the .
three children.
Officiating at the wedding cere- households and personnel making will conduct there in early Spring. and ,Yale Dick!'
occasion, Rev. 0. C. Criven.
Dudleys were enroute home
mony was Rev. E. L. Slay, pastor the census, Mr. Helmer, who says
The dynamic minister of St. Ste-' The
11,,
ity school.
to
assistant
as
served
Having
to Baton Rouge, La., after having
as
proceeding
best
been
his
has
at
project
and
was
Ebenezer
the
Chapel
Baptist
Hill
phen
of the
has served !,
attended the funeral of her sister
satisfactorily, asked that t h e ; Mr. Simmons, the new supervisor assistant
Continuing our general theme, Yes, I love you, you I know Baptist churches.
' he set souls aflame with timepas
South Bend, Ind.
"GREAT QUESTIONS OF THE love you but not to the extent of Serving as the maid of honor blanks be mailed in immediately. is in charge of the -clean-up" torships in ChiI less words of wisdom. He spoke in
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
Mr. Helmer, who is from the.operations now in progress.
BIBLE," thig week we are con- giving up my pleasure, my joy- was the bride's sister, Miss Elizato the membership at 3 p.m.
and Incago
Inspirational singing has heThe general chairman of this
cerning ourselves with one of the riding, my holding hands with beth Jones. Her other attendants
BRAUN
ianapolis a n d
! of
esstinagt poaortspe
irnytiecre
Mrs. Del ore s .
was
celebration
greatest. In John 21:16 we find in someone else.
were Mrs. Murine Wiggison, Miss
ini
has been pastor of a church
Thompson. Serving on the publi- ! tcheemmewploearshviepryse
part this great question, "Simon, But as Jesus directed the ques- 'aPtricia Standard, Miss Alene
Henderson, Ky.
JamesShells, the miniscity committee were Mrs. Freddie T
son of Jonas, lovest thou Me?" tion to Simon Peter, He meant do Blakey and Miss Vera Dean Bry- Anti
in the fight1
He was active
along with Mrs. Faanndicit,ha
usm
Wesley, Mrs. Vera Bogen a n d tneyre ofc.m s
In short, this would read in mod- you love me to the extent that ant, a junior maid.
against racist groups in Kentucky' Miss Janet Lewis. Mrs. J. D. Loworganist,
ern termnology, ''Simon, do you you are going to give up all things
Jerry Wiggison was Mr. Dicker 0
and was a member of the Race is is the president.
;
ntisilt
:elr,sttuhdey pianist.
doneGissie s pDerciiva
love me?"
for my cause? The real tests of son's best man.
Relations committee and Council, Rev. Van J. Malone is the pas-!' h
s
Maiase
•'
! No one word in the dictionary love are not wrapped up in mere The flower girl was Dons Jones,
have
Action
0
Social
e
and
music.
i area of sacred ,
, tor of the church.
LOS ANGELES - The Presi- swiftly in behalf of Minnie Jean.
has defied so many definitions as words but in deeds and actions.
while Ferter Lewis Bryant serv•
instilled into the 100-voice choir
Some persons easily influenced United Church of Christ.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
' dent's Committee en Government
this one word, "love." Men in all Don't tell me that you love me ed as the ring bearer.
wW.
club
Glee
Umbrian
The
Minnie
that
week carried its have the impression
was the son- and the 60-choir male chorus th
this
Fowler
Contracts
I
Mrs.
Lela
Walks of life have been trying to and yet allow me to do things A reception, which follovvew the,
the cong
fight against discriminatory ein- Jean was a troublemaker. I know render selections on the Jubilee sor of an interesting presentation spiritual values which
put together alphabets and words that will eventually break me ceremony, was held in the church
t
ployment practices into one of the her. I have watched her closely Temple program.
! of the 66 Books of Bible at the gallon should receive from
to make a suitable definition but neck. Don't tell me that you love cafeteria.
.
dd jr., president!j Progressive Baptist church re- singing.
nation's most rapidly expanding under tryi
after putting together all of their me when you allow me to walk
The music department's efforts
industrial employment talked with her a number of times. of the Men's Fellowship, is chaii- cently. Assisting her were t Is e
words and trying to make them ex- while you ride, or starve while
Production of coal in the U. S. areas of
the
opened a West Coast Re- She has a sparkling personality. man, assisted by Atty. Charles B. members of the fine sanctuary; are being richly rewarded by
it
when
million
one
about
of
be
mind,
day
or
the
in
each
brim,
is
exactly
the
what
press
you are filled to
She was the first of the nine to! Evian.
Mrs. Georgia Patterson, Si r s. excellent responses which the mugional Office in Los Angeles.
they find themselves still short of lonely while you wander off to en- tons would fill a train of 50-ton
make white friends in her classes.
Velma Franklin. Cassie Franklin sicians receive from the congreThe opening of the regional ofexplaining exactly what love is. joy life with your friends, or be railway coal cars extending from
bring inspiraThe girl has already learnee'
Scientists have succeeded in in- Mrs. Magnolia Luellen, Mrs. Mag- gation. The songs
Pittsburgh to as far west as fice and the appointment of Le- one potent key to success in life.
Here we find this same question cold while you are warm!
relief to the
creasing sugar cane yield by "wa- nolia Evans, Mrs. Geraldine, tion and comforting
land L. Wilder, Newport Beach
Ohio,
Cleveland,
directed to Simon three times.
at toe
worship
Mrs. Vooltries' 500 people who
These things do not attest to love
Southern California civic leader, She understands how to influence king up" the plants at night with Jones, Ben Bowie,
and win friends. Mean- powerful lights. Light inhibits the Smith, Isaiah Boyd, Mrs. Erma! church.
Some theologians say that in Love is broe.ht out in the fact
as regional director, was annotinc- people
she is self-respecting enough tassel development which affects Fisher. Mrs. Druzy Anderson,
Many persons who come to GosPack instance a different verb was that you are willing to suffer along
ed when the President's Commit- while
to answer when goaded beyond sugar yield.
Mrs. Mary B. Starks, Mrs. L. V. pel Temple burdened down with
esed in asking the question each with the one you love. Love is
tee held a series of meetings in
this present life
the limit of emotional restraint.
Reser, Rev, Vasser, Richard Jones the cares of
One stronger than its predecessor. brought out when you forget your
Los Angeles on Feb. 19, with leadThe Little Rock pro-segs have
Pete Simpson, Thomas Prewitt, go away spiritually uplifted after
!"Do you like me?" "Do you love personal aims and ambitions and
ers of business, labor and social
Wise
the
of
Words
highly questionable
Eddie Fletcher, R. W. Morris, having listened to such praises in
agencies and representatives of gained a
Me?" "Do you really love me." merge yours with those with whom
A man who gives his chilCenMrs. Rachel Judkins, and others song,
Government contracting agencies. Pyhrric victory. Little Rock's
Jesus was asking Simon those pus- you are in love.
proindustry
of
habits
dren
tral High is still a symbol of OutRev. 0. C. Collins 5 the pastor
tions on a platitude.
Far too many people today
vides for them better than by
The office here is the second re standing justice in the struggle for
of church which is located at 394
giving them a fortune.
g,ional headquarters the Committee true democracy in education and
It is fitting that we should be "love" you as long as everything
Vance.
-(Richard Whateley)
has established in its expanding our society.
asking this question when every- is going right but in hours of adEMM.ANUEL EPISCOPAL PRES.
program for the elimination of disone is thinking about 'Brotherhood versity when you look for them
The St. Cecelia Goild was host
crimination because of race. re
week." This is the time when ev- they will be gone.
to a very enjoyable bridge and
•
ligion, color or national origin in
We are in dire need of love
eryone is thinking about love. Valwhist tournament at the Emmanwork performed. under Govern.
entine's Day, Lincoln's Birthday, that will stick through thick and
uel Episcopal Presbyterian churce
Vice
to
according
contract,
ment
tiesas
be
will
that
love
a
thin,
point.
Week
all
and
Brotherhood
WASHINGTON - (INS) - Sec.
recently. Proceeds from the afPresident Richard Nixon, chair
tic as the best rubber, a love that
to one thing - love.
fair went toward the realization retary of State John Foster Dull
man of the Committee. The first
What a potent factor this little will cover a multitude of faults
of the organization's purpose.
observed his 70th birthday yest
opened in
regional office was
thing is in our world of strife, but will continue to go on.
Some of the members of the St. day with half a century of public
Chicago In May, 1957.
conflict and tensions. What a great! The apostle Paul put it very
Cecelia Guild are Mrs. Delores' service behind him and the pros"We expect that the Los Angeles
thing it would be if instead of bluntly but very truthfully, "Love „
The methods used by the Ne-1 lents which the Indian leaders Alexander, Mrs. Delores Boone, pect of further vigorous activity
office will enable us tc develop
out of space instruments of de.; never fails, but where there be
groes
in
Montgomery, Ala., to solved through civil disobedience Mrs. Lorene Anderson, Mrs. Vel- ahead.
closer and more productive relastruction man would concentrate tongues they shall cease where
and nonviolence.
ma Johnson, Mrs. Nadolyn Brown
The American foreign service
tions with those most concerned abolish segregation on city buses
his ability on the power of love there be prophets they shall fail,
The success of the Negroes In Mrs, Marjorie Dowser Niles Sahad deep roots, not enly in Chrisdiscrimina
of
elimination
the
association honored Dulles at a
with
In our world today. Much of the where there be knowledge it shall HELPING IN CAMPAIGN - Ashe
this
country,
said,
away
Crutdo
to
Loretta
Mrs.
rah
Coleman,
tory employment practices in an tianity hut in the ancient religions
birthday luncheon. Otherwise, he
human misery now known would vanish away!" Too much of our sisting in the "Back to Church"
con- of Asia," according to Chester, with racial discrimination 'will cher, Miss Valtina Greene a n d spent the day hard at work on
love is wrapped up in tongues or campaign sponsored by the Youth area which has a significant
depend on the ability of Negro[ Mrs. Norma Griffin, Mrs. Nornot be present.
Bowles, former U. S. ambassadorl
the complicated problems of
leaders to develop similar convic-' ma Griffin is the chairman.
' How tragic it is now that the knowledge, or prophecy and in the For Christ movement is Miss centration of gmernment contract to India, who writes
in the March
space-age diplomacy.
tion and skill under pressure," MISS. BLVD, SEVENTH DAY
Idea of love has received trite, final analysis it will all pass away. Ruth Harris. one of the organi- activity," Nixon said.
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"I Love My Mar-crest Aluminum!"

Mar-crest

JANA C. PORTER

FINEST QUALITY

EXTRA THICK • MIRROR FINISH • HEAT PROOF HANDLES

Di C. Jack Sprat flour
1 scant cup sugar
2 tsp. baking powder
I-1 C. butter or Oleo
egg well beaten
C. milk
1-4 tsp. salt

i-les-2 quart sizes. They nest
-se space Handy measuring
graduations. Sturcly.Scrni•hte iSTIS

49

Covered Pot
6E:ziraquart
large. For soups, spaghetti.
preserving... Solely.
grlp handles Domed
Over

$4.9 VALUE

Bye for now.
Jana Porter

Bake, Roast,
Utility Pao

BEEF at its
very BEST!
U. S. CHOICE HEAVY STEER BEEF 3
ROUND

STEAK ..▪ .lb. 79c
sTEA
K.. ▪ .lb. 89c
,STEAK.. lb. 99c

Mix and sift dry ingredients, I
work in fat. Add egg and milk,
Put into greased pas. Mix 1,0
teaspoon cinnamon and 3 tea•
spoons granulated sugar, stninkle on top. Bake in moderately
hot oven (375 degree F.) fort
ahoot 2 minutes. Cut in squares
or oblong. Serve hot. Delicious
is the word!
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•

For a cherry start toward a
fine day try these quirky coffee cakes made with Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour for breakfast tomorrow. So good with
eggs sunny-side up.
QUICK'!! COFFEE CAKE

3 piece Saucepan Set

$412.1Alli $
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^
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THE TRI-STATE listening area served by powerful
50,000 watt WDIA heard the excellent performance
given by the talentwd boys and girls pictured above
when they appeared on a recent broadcast of the Rig
star Food Stores weekly radio talent show. Rig Star
Is harms to provide this opportunity to boys and girls
of the Mid South area of the nation to demonstrate
the wide range of talent they po
. From the smith
of today comes the big stars of tomorrow. If you

would like the opportunity to appear on * future Rig
Star show, you are cordially invited to contact WDIA
for an audition try-out. Pictured above art: Standing
In front-Eloise Edwards. First row, left to right sip
Wiggins, Tyrone Smith, Gloria Maraey, Juanita Bridges, Barbara Perry, and Jeanette Wallace.
Second row - George foleman, Harold Middlebrook
Perey Wiggins. and William Wilkes.
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_,Milwaukee Hosts
2-Day Meeting

Sat., Morch
March l,1958
f
1
Inner windows
Pullman rail-)
way car are made of shatter.
I proof glass.
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INDIANOLA
lion — The Rev, W. N. Redmond
Funeral services for Miss D. of Oxford. Financier award —Sir.
Williams was held at the Mt. Erst Long. Greeting and installsBeulah Missionary Baptist church, lion of council divisional officer's,
, MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Approxi- ton, D. C., editor of the NMA Jour•
She was an active member of. president Jack Reed of Tupelo:
mately BO members of the execu- nil, reported the meat suceessfu
Mt. Beulah and a senior at MInchairman's acceptance, Dr. B. Al.
live beards of the National Medi-, year of operations in the Jour
college. She died at the home of MeIntosh• introamtion of speakcal Association and its Women's I nil's history. He has completed
Res'. and Mrs J. M. Kimble' er. Dean W. A. Waters of Rust;
Auxiliary have concluded a two- I he added, about 400 pages of man
where she made her home MD- address by president E. E. Randay series of meetings here to uscript on his projected book an
ciating was Dean 0. ,P Lowe of kin, jr., of M. I. college. Some
complete plans for their August 11- "The Negro in
MV(' college Rev. J. M. Kimble of the outstanding guests we r e
Medicine."
14 annual conventions at the Hotel, The initial award of an NMA
delivered the eulogy. Smith and president and Mrs. E. Smith of
Schroeder, largest ,in the state,
Dillon funeral (ionic in charge.' Rust college; Prof. and Mrs. '(isscholarship, it was announced
• Sitting in with the respective was recently made to Theodore R
Interment in the Bayer cemetery. hop of Corinth; Mrs. E. E Ranexecutive boards were the local George jr., Washington, D. C., IL•1
Funeral services were held Sun. , kin, Jr. Mrs. E. Waters; Dean
hosts committees comprised of student of medicine at Howard um
da yat Smith and Dillon funeral Carter of M. I. college: Prof. and
physicians, wives of physicians, versity.
parlor for Ramp Bates who died Mrs. Fred Moore; Mrs. Buford of
and cooperating laymen.
A new project of the NMA will
Feb. 4 at his home. Burial was Mr. Love: Prof. T. M. Gordan;
very outlook is for one of the be launched at the Milwaukee conin the Pilgrim Rest Cemetery Prof. and Mrs. Cumming of Rip.
best scientific sessions in the long vention. For the first time, a eye
with Smith and Dillon Funeral ley; Mrs. Augustus of Tupelo and
istory of the medical group, and clinic — with special attention on
Home in charge. Interment in the the scout executive Mr. Palmer
for a record - breaking atend- glaucoma — and a physical labI
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stamp have already been held by
Dora's Beauty College, 270 E. Uti- am and members of the Church of New York were called home
The Rev P. C. Coleman was unit leaders — Prof, C. C. Auges. juries of the wreck. Breland sufNMA representatives with Post- sided here for several- months ca at., Buffalo 8, N. Y.
of Love in Christ invites you and to the bedside of his sick mother, dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lee tus of Tupelo; presentation of fering with his eye while Quinn
master Summerfield in Washing- has left the city to join her husFor nine years Mrs. Little work- your members of every church Mrs. Elizabeth Herron.
Welch, recently.
cout executive — Mr. G. E. Cow- suffers an injured chest. The acciband who is in the Army stationton.
ed and taught at E. F. Young, and pastor of the city and cur
The Rev. W. H. Sims was din- Mr. Rucker was taken to the a rd. Eagle acout presentation — dent happened on the Picayune
ed
in
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hope
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has
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jr.'s Beauty shop and School in 'rounding towns and communitie ner guest of Mrs. Ophelia Wain- Parkview hospital in Dyersburg prot S. C. Terrence, sr., of Rust and Bogalusa highway. Riding
• Serving with Chairman Maxwell a very wonderful trip.
and operated to come and worship with us in right, Sunday Feb. 9.
Meridian. Miss.,
I recently.
I college. Religious award recogni- with them were two unidentified
of the convention committee are Mrs. A. L. Cowans and Mrs. Aristine Smith's Beauty Shop there our new church, located at 378
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Wortham
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for four years.
Mr. Ben Davis, of Jackson. Miss.
Dr. C. T. Atkinson, co . chair- at Bethel AME Church last Sunpastor.
She attended Mme. C. J. Walk.
spent laid week here visiting in
man; Dr. George Lane, scientific day. Mrs. Watts is a former mem- er's Beauty College in Chicago,i Elder J. E Booker, pastor of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
program chairman; Dr. Leo Dale, ber of Bethel AME Church.
in 1936, and Bernice Johni,I Allen Avenue Church of God in
Pickett.
chairman, housing and registra- The pre-Valentine tea given by I gan's Beauty college in 1944 in Christ and members worshipped
Prof. J. P. Johnson has been
Club
of Dayton, Ohio, and completed her with Rev. Johnny Wortham and
tion: Atty. T. W. Coggs, citizens the Willing Workers
appointed chairman of the colored
committee; Mrs. Walter White, Bethel AME last, Feb. 9, was a Teacher's Training at Young's members of the Church of Love
section of the Salvation Army Fisouvenir programs; Conch Taylor, great nieces, and was largely &t- Beauty college.
in Christ Sunday. There was a
nance drive, His helpers are Rev.
publicity: Mrs. C. T. Atkinson, tended at the home of Mr. and
Her 22 years of experience will, large attendance and a spiritual
Trigga, Rev. Jessie James, Mr.
chairman, auxiliary host commit-. Mrs. Sam Italie. Rev, J. M. Wat- help her greatly with her new ap- service. Eld. J. E. Booker delivEdward Snyder, and yours truly
tee, and Mrs. George Lane, co- kins, host pastor.
po'-'-nent. Mrs. Little served as ered the message.
Sleepy Paige.
chairman, auxiliary committee.
Last Wednesday morning the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lowe of Secretary of the Local Beautician's
Babies born last week to the
Dr Lane, Dr. E. H. Hale of Milwaukee recently spent some- club of Meridian and President of top 12 seniors in Merry High
following mothers, Mrs. Georgia
Pittsburgh, Dr. F. Earl McLendon time in the home of Mr. and Mrs. I the 5th District of Mississippi In- school took a te.t to determine the
Haynes of Goodyear Community.
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IN BALTIMORE, Md., Morgan State college ROTC students who received commissions are pinned by their
loved ones in special ceremonies. In photo, three new
second lieutenants have their
bars pinned to soldier straps.
From left: Ralph Murray,
Baltimore, Md., Carolyn
Newton, also of Baltimore;
Earl Gravesm Jr., Brooklyn;
Doris Wooten of the Bronx,
N. Y.: Wardell Stansbury of
Havre de Grace, Md., and his
bride, Mrs. Carrie McDaniel
Stansbury of Washington,
D. C. Al/ three young ladies
are Morgan coeds.
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CAROLYN PATONAI,
"Miss Carnevale," called on
San Francisco Mayor George
Christopher all prettied up
in her ballet dancer's costurn (left). She was told by
the mayor's aides, "It's a
little too . .. ." So Carolyn
donned a trenchcoat to conceal her shapely figure and
in all "dignity" posed with
the Mayor. Visit was to draw
attention to "Carnevale," an
Italian celebration in the
North Beach area. I N P
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weeks tour of the Commonwealth. A crowd of well wishers greets him at Downing street as bobbies try to keep
order. INP Soundphoto
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BRITISH PRIME MINISTER Harold MacMillan tosses
the stiff upper lip and unbending dignitary to the winds
as he tosses up his arms and shouts "It's good to back
in England. He bad just returned to London from six-

•

VERY FEW SKIPPERS. you
can bet! Derith Lindsay, 17,
has set her sails to announce
the opening of the Southern
California National Boat
show, in Los Angeles. More
than 1000 boats, from small
prams to 50-foot power cruisers will go on public display.
INP Soundphoto

Who
Would
Skip-er?

Feels Like He's In His Prime

JOYCE McGEE likes bowling and she devotes many of
her leisure moments to this
popular sport. A college student, she also likes dancing,
boxing and jazz music.
Joyce's ambition is to become
a social worker. She's five
feet two inches tall, weighs
110 pounds, and stack up at
34-23-36. Photo by Elroy
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Satellite Session
Dr. HENRY RICHTER, Jr., of the jet propulsion Atli of Cal Tech, and
Mrs. Phyllis Buwalda, an associate, look at a model of radio transmitters
in the U. S. satellite now circling the earth. At left is satellite casing and
in center is a sheet that data is recorded on. At press conference, Dr.
Richter revealed that there is not much difference between temperatures in space and those in your (inn living room. INP Soundphoto
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Never Satisfied

BELIEVE IT OR NOT—THERE'S
PREJUDICE WITHIN THE NEGRO RACE

an d
PREJUDICE, LIKE POLITICS Union of Electrical, Radio
Workers, charges B i g
makes strange bedfellows, and Machine
with "exploiting race
the more you read of various Business
teh H. 1953, Under Act el Mere. 2, 1579.
against or;lees Metter et the Memphis Pest Offise Me
groups being a rraye d, each hate as a weapon
. . With cold
against the other, the more you ganized labor .
was
hate
race
become convinced of the deceit calculation,
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
in
employers
generated 'ty
and hypocrisy of it all.
tool
union-busting
a
as
1957
observannual
25th
recent,
The
international union and
ance of Brotherhood Week, spon- against our
unions as well. . ."
other
against
Conference
National
the
by
sored
But, here's one for the book.
of Chirstians and Jers, pin-pointed
the fact that the qualities of It's a case of prejudice within the
friendliness, tolerance and under- race, a school integration problem
standing cannot be legislated into with a brand new.twist that's althe lives of people — they must most unbelievable — and of all
places, in Little Rock, Ark. A
spring from the heart.
The saspension of the 16-year-old Negro yoke the other Negro students into inci- How does it all work out, in ac- group of Negroes at Sweet Home,
tual practice? Here's an example: suburb of Little Rock, objected
girl from the Little Rock Central High dents that will incur drastic actions.
last year, the Anti- to their children being "integratschool, with the added inference that the
That school authorities should be a party In Los Angeles
of B'nai ed" with the Negro children in a
rder may be permanently extended, would to such a damnable plot is to be deplored, Defamation League complaints
consolidated school at College StaB'rith, filed Jim-Crow
tam to imply that the officials of t h e
of Little
more than 200 companies tion, another suburb
the
against
by
caustically
be
censured
should
They
chool are alow,ly yielding to segregationist
who must in the city, with the President's Rock.
the
community
of
citizens
decent
pressures.
Committee on Government Co n- Reason for the obiection of the
The young lady in question has been be aware of the continuing injury inflicted tracts.
Sweet Home Negro parents was
of
eledisregard
a
so
by
flagrant
upon
them
subjected to repeated personal affronts, incharged that each that the Negro parents at ColLeague
The
dignities and even physical encounters with- mentary rights.
of these companies, over a 17. lege Station were mostly on relief
The suspension, which in reality amounts month period, had placed discrim- —therefore on a lower level, and
out her assailants being punished in a manner commensurate with the offenses, or in to expulsion inasmuch as it will be extended inatory job orders with employ- "certainly should not mix."
a manner calculated to prevent a repetition indefinitely, opens afresh the deep wounds nient agencies. The League stat- The white members of the Puof segregation which many of us thought ed: "In each instance the employ- laski County School Board got a
of such incidents.
that Jews, chuckle out of the non-sensical sitThe charges on which she has been sus- were about to heal. Little Rock has had ers specifically statedMexicans
or uation, but solved the problem by
Negroes, Orientals,
pended are so flimsy as to induce the sus- enough bad publicity to frown upon any fur- Catholics were not to be referred cancelling the proposed consolidainit
that
had
brought
evils
the
of
therance
picion of a clandestine machination to rid
tion of the two schools.
by the employment agency.
the Central High School of the remaining to disrepute.
Now the children — innocent
Here's another example: Writing
This lack of morality and conscience, in The Digest, official publication pawns in the controversy — conNegro students. "One down and eight to
go" is a chant that now echoes through the this piece-meal defiance of integration are of the Industrial Union Depart- tinue to attend separate, segregathalls of the school. This sinister mood indi- warranted grounds for a federal inquiry or ment, AFL-CIO, President James ed schools — within the Negro
B. Carey of the International rice.
cates strongly that plans are on foot to pro- legal action or both. We so move.
Published leery Thundery by the Tri-Stete Detender Publishing Cs. Intered es Soceed
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Investigate Little Rock High School
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Haiti's Bright Prospects

CI A IR K

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

This is based on $7,000,000 in monthly
There are encouraging signs that Haiti
is emerging, though slowly out of the smog unclaimed deposits of Haitian sugar worked its economic growth in the era, whose ownership remains to be resolved.
1st had impeded
'
DU iOIS: GREATNESS HAS A BIRTHDAY
decade. Recurrent political strife, the •
are going on now with Joseph
Negotiations
freshly written.
protracted effects of hurricane Hazel which
Dr. Du Bois became the editor when they were
On Feb. 23 Dr. William Edward
of Chicago to build a 10-million
played havoc with the country's agricultural Bernstein
ninety of its magazine, "The Crisis" "The problem of the Twentieth
is
Bois
Du
Burghardt
is a possibility that
Century is the problem of the colcrop such as coffee, cocoa and sugar conspir- dollar-hotel. There
old. This dean of Negro whose powerful editorials stirred or line — the relation of the darkmay build a $4 million TEACHING TEACHERS
Negro school child is to be raised, years
ed to lower the potentials of Haiti's produc- American capitalists
Barexcited
Great
the minds of thousands,
er to the lighter races of men in
airport in Port-au-Prince to facilitate land- TO TEACH
the brunt of the load will have scholars was born at
tive capacity.
He the bigots to wrath, and were of- Asia and Africa, in America and
night flights.
and
planes
of
big
ing
W i I to be borne by his teachers, rington, Massachusetts, in 1868.
writer.
Mississippi
Famed
The advent of a new Administration with
Harvard, ten quoted in papers throughout the islands of the sea.
said some from the standpoint of guidance attended Fisk university,
If France can settle unpaid road bills of liam Faulkner, has
a sound program of reconstruction and rethe world. The NAACP has stat- "Negroes must insist continualand the University of Berlin.
which definitely and inspiration.
recently
things
forms may hasten the island's economic re- about $1,500,000, the Haitian treasury would challenge both the black and white On the other hand, the !each- In 1898 he published the first of ed officially that without Du Bois ly, in season and out of season,
that much strengthened. President South . . . in the matter of taking Cr. too, has a side that more peo- his monumental studies, "The Sup- "the Association would never that voting is necessary to modcovery. Dr. Francois Duvalier, the new Chief
executive, though a conservative, is animat- -Duvalier has other projects developing postive steps toward the solution ple should consider . . . including pression of the African S la ve have been what it was and is." ern manhood, that color discrimed with the highest patriotic zeal. The vArY whose outcome will go a long way toward of the problems of race which Mr. Faulkner. A series of Per- Trade" as one of the volumes Shortly after World War I Dr. ination is barbarism, and that
education as well
circumstances of his inauguration point to restoring confidence in Haiti's government, plague the section.
tinent questions might be raided of the Harvard Historical Studies, Du Bois founded the Pan-African black boys need
an era of stringent economy. He did away a confidence that has been considerably Among the startling things he by the beleaguered teachers of the and in 1899 he did a scholarly sur- Congress. And no less a leader as white boys. . .
than the new Prime Minister of ". . . And the final product
with all the pomps and costly festivities that undermined by previous administrations of said relative to the Negro was South . . . particularly the Negro vey on "The Philadelphia Negro"
must teacher. For instance:
consisting of over 2,000 pages of Ghana, Kwame Nkrumah, has de- our training mat be neither a
• usually characterize the accession to power the island's affairs. If the present rate of the assertion The Negro thinkof clared that the Fifth Pan-African psychologist nor a brickmason,
to cease forevermore
With better pay . . . at least social and statistical information
progress can be sustained for any reason- learn
of a new head of the state.
ing like a Negro and acting like as much as that of a unionized great importance.
Congress "provided the outlet for but a MAN. And to make men,
investforeign
much
time,
of
able
length
Since Duvalier's elevation to the preela Negro."
Souls of Black African nationalism and brought we must have ideals, broad, pure,
truck driver. . .wouldn't a teach"The
his
1903
In
is
Dr.
Duvalier
Affidency last October, he has been pursuing re- ments will pour into Haiti.
In connection with schools and er have more spunk to work hard- Folk" appeared to exercise It about the awakening of African po- and inspiring ends of living — nos
grrantlessly a fiscal policy aimed at giving last- able, modest and self-sacrificing. Under schooling for the Negro Author er
sordid money - getting, not ap. to buy more teaching aids enormous Influence on Negro in- litical consciousness."
ing stability to the financial structure of the him, the Haitian people may enjoy the Faulkner made it clear that the ... to pay for more Summer school tellectuals and writers for a half In a recent article in "The Na- ples of gold.
country. In order to carry on his reorganiza- greatest period of prosperity in their his- Negro teacher needs more train- refresher courses . . . to broaden century thereafter.
tion," Truman Nelson declares "The worker must work for the
tion plans and give a shot in the arms to tory. We hope that he will be in power long ing on how to teach children. His his or her mind by travel and Dr. Du Bois has been the great- that Ghana, Nigeria, French West glory of his handiwork, not simply
seemed to be that the observation . . , to have more
on Negro Africa, and the Cameroon' have for pay; the thinker must think
Haitian industry, Dr. Duvalier has secured enough to bring Haiti back to the circles of Implicationbackwardness
of the Ne- time after school to prepare les- est single influence
compared by all been "guided along the road for truth, not for fame. . .Before
time,
our
a $4,000,000 loan from the Banco de Colonos enlightened, peaceful and progressive na- academic
of
thinking
reflects
or
sons and plan a better teaching
gro child, also suggests
by t is a the Pilgrims landed we were here.
tions.
Henry Steele Commager to Tho- of non-violent revolution
of Cuba, at 51
2 per cent for seven years.
/
the backwardness (by comparison) job?
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of Du Bois."
brought our
"Here we have
mas Jefferson and Benjamin founding stones
of the Negro teacher.
Would the morale of the teachand described by John Certainly William Edward Burg- three gifts ... a gift of story and
Franklin,
lot
a
take
er be better off in the direction
A lot of people can
Gunther as being "almost like hardt Du Bois has had an influ- song — soft, stirring melody in an
of exceptions to Mr. Faulkner's of doing a good, dedicated job,
ence on the whole dark world ill-harmonized and unmelodioug
or Einstein."
Shaw
lot
A
implications.
given
was
and
more
respect
if a little
statements
Today at land; the gift of sweat and brawn Du Bois was the author of the from Alabama to Africa.
interpretations can be a person who admitted to being
different
of
of mind and to beat back the wilderness, conNational Foundation's fund placed on his ideas.
is original call for "organized, deter- ninety, still vigorous
is
teacher
it
a
AS
teacher?
a
Dear Editor:
notice and patronage of our great The
body, greatness celebrates a quer the soil, and lay the foundaraising activities are completed
This is but a note to attempt people and the hundreds of para lot of folk will see almost ashamed to acknowledge mined, and aggressive action" on birthday.
tions of this vast economic ernexcepting a few, scattered, wind- But, also,
resulted
that
race
of
problems
the
presence
in
the
introduction
his
an
applaud
will
to express our gratitude and ap- ticipants who made the program
who
events. The exact amount be those
Conference As the grand old man of Amen. pire. . .the third, a gift of the
Niagara
profamous
the
in
doctors,
lawyers,
of
a
of
cease
flock
should
preciation for your fine leadership the most dramatic and thought- up
Negro
the
that
raised will not be known for sev- idea
a Negro." fessional athletes, musicians, and in 1905, and from it developed a can Negro life and letters apin the Mason Temple affair on the provoking event that has happenweeks, but we do know the "thinking and acting like
stop even preachers, if they have city movement that eventually lead proaches the century mark, we "Around us the history of the
should
anniversary of Lincoln and Doug- ed in Memphis for a long time. eral
Negro
the
that
polio
funds to fight
churches.
From what I can hear on every campaigii for
most of its leaders into the for- may well remember some of the land has centered for thrice a hunstereotype
las. to raise funds for an all-out
the
to
up
living
the
in
publicity
best
hand, I am stirred to the belief received the
means
registration campaign.
manage mation of the National Association things he said and wrote as far dred years. . .Actively we have
he
does
teacher
a
if
that
And
it
take
will
Many
National
the
of
history
The affair was fairly successful. that the importance of registra- 20 year
and for the Advancement of Colored back as a half century ago. Here woven ourselves with the very
for Infantile Paralys- stereotype so many people have to look a little prosperous,
It primed the wells of enthusiasm tion has been gotten over to the Foundation
that he has of half-way acts like a solid, substan- People, destined to become one of are quotations from the recently warp and woof of this nation. . .
and
.
.
.
him
of
and stirred the pride of the peo- people in a very posiive way. is.
the un- tial citizen, folks either looked America's most historic organiza- reissued "The Souls of Black Would America have been Ameripublications share himself. In other words,
ple strikingly devoted,to the pro- I subscribe myself, as I am, The press and
Folk" that are as valid -now as ca without her Negro people?"
mental picture surprised or resentful, and in tions.
complimentary
in
success
the
for
gram of keeping the trend of free- believe me. Obediently and ever the acclaim
have of how a Negro many instances, even the raggypeople
many
However,
polio.
against
what diest problem kid in school is the
dom moving in the right direction. yours. — George W. Lee, Grand the fight
unfinish- should look, talk, act ... and
Ai, While all of the reports are not Commissioner of Education, Mem- there remain two major,
con- he should be, desire, and feel, can first to remind' an annoying teachreally
is
polio
before
jobs
ed
win as yet; nevertheless, we are phis, Tenn.
when the Negro er that "If you don't watch out,
quered: patient aid for the vic- only be removed
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am in Hoping I will be successful in
the Air Force at Las Vegas, Nev., corresponding through this avenue.
Miss Debris Williams, Accecia
and would like to hear from la- Ville, Four Paths, P. 0., Jamaica,
dies, between 24 and 31. Color BWI.
• • •
doesn't matter, must not drink or
gamble: Must like the better
Chante: I trust you
Dear
Mme.
things in life and be understanding. Money hunters please do not will be able to help me as you HERE!HERE'S'SIN DOLLARS P4 DIMES.NOU'RE ONE OF 'retest
write. I am 31, 205 lbs., 5 feet, have so many lonely people. 1 Gugs-TAINT JUST' cssie ohl FROM YNE COUNTRY -14I4S WOW'
9 inches tall, dark brown com- sin a divorcee, age 31, 5 feet, fl 146,AND INANT TO GE criv-socv. ett.oesoWsi so
plexion. I belong to Bethel AME inches tall, 169 lbs., brown skin,
ANN,149 I GO AROUND t.0010116 fOR YOUR KIND AND I
church. Religion doesn't matter. Baptist faith and I have two chil- STAY WILL. PREPARED;t'40'e4,PAY YouR *ARE AND "TAN( A
s1'ut-41 AGAIN,YOU
A-3C J, M. Walker, AF16598434- dren, 15 and 11. I am interested SEAT! IF I SEE "(OU TRYING "to PULL
3s95th M&S Cp., Box 124, Nellis in pen pals and marriage. If not wow-r Be ASKED io GET OPF,VAL MOW NOU OFF.
PER5014ALL`fft
interested, ciO not write. Willing
AFB, Nev.
to exchange photos. Marjorie Bart• ••
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Ave., Apt E,
Dear Mine. Chante: I am deColumbus, Ohio.
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e • •
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Miss Alice Hose. 14 Deanery Ter2. High school
1
one son, age 5/
race, Vineyard Town, P. 0. St.
graduate and a nurses aide. En
Andrews, Jamaica.
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• s •
Attend Baptist church and belong
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 27 to many groups in the church. Acyears old, 5 feet tall, weighing tive member of NAACP. I prefer
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present I am teaching and taking home life and must have a steady
a secretarial course. My hobbies job. If he prefers my coming to
are reading, sewing, crocheting his home. I will be glad to do
and typing. Am interested in pen so. Am very serious and he must
pals of my age or little older. be too. Will send photo and anAbout People, Places
swer all mail. Loretta Robinson,
1228 Pierce St., Sandusky, Ohio.
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This Is Washington
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meet a man 50 years or older. regation, are becoming more comThe advantage will be three-foldt
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Anna Mae Brown, 2689 Tor- not unlike' Chicago, New York come to respect Negro officials on
me.
,two years. Due back in the States rington Rd., Shaker Heights 22,
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dominant Negro high school.
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allow Baptist leaders from a II
been serving as information spec- very much to hear from young peting
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over the country to get here. Big
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Lite head of the powerful Baptist
winsome
signment will be
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The ComTraining Union, membership two
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tendance mostly because Central military pollee were being Way•••
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High school, several times all- laid by soldiers.
Dear lime, Chante: I am a Negro national champions, has Upon investigatiofts we found
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ation Administration which has
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the East Coast of Africa.
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Assibi Abudu, Ghana: Capt. Borof the Ghana parliament appear- Dear Mme. Chante: I would like other race.
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front seat.
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have
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became a ghost
at the Sheraton Park
Maria Della Garza, Mexico City.
NNegroofficials are not seen
Eugene Sawyer, and his British last week, Robert Mensah, th e I am very lonely. I am 51, 5 why
a headliner in each one. Adlai business halted. Furthermore, the
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more in integrated contests. Con.
Stevenson was scheduled to take city managers have yet to get
cablalong
bride are apartment hunting. The press officer, brought
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 145 lbs., sides
-able are now members of
over one room and each place around to buying snow equipment When Cecelia Ilenny Scott open- former USIA public affairs dri- ed greetings to the press corps brown skin and have black hair. mixed officials associations. The
held a giant television screen with to clear the streets away, so that
Mrs. Cora Elizabeth Herford. 537 hitch comes in local tournaments
her Stage Door Lounge and cer in Ghana has been assigned from Prime Minister Kwame
loud speakers to carry the Tru- the slush and mud and slop stays ed
E. Long St., Columbus, Ohio.
where the coaches themselves vote
s• • •
around for days until nature dis- Rest House last week, she tossed to headquarters here for the next Nkrumah.
man speech.
on the officials to be used.
ALBANY,Ga. — It. Ii, Simmons,
life
find
Dear Mme, Chante: I
Since only one or two all-Negro dean on-leave at Albany State colvery lonely and would like to hear teams are usually entered, their lege has been awarded the Amerifrom some nice men. I am 37 coaches are out-voted. Then, too, can Cynamide fellowship. ConSURE I CAN REAP.
Negro coaches are like currently, he is a teaching fellow
`IOU'VE GOT 4101' Or
and' have a son 13. We both be- most
High's Willie Lee Kean— in zoology in the Syracuse Gradulong to the Baptist church. Am Central
CRAZY SIGNS uP-NEREI.
who do not want to ate School of Science, Simmone
also a member of the usher board, nice guys
SE% 4 LOAD 0'INAT ONE!
offend anyone.
is recipient of this double honor
usher chorus and a first eider of
Negro teams have proven them- because of his outstanding record
my church. I love to cook and
go to church. Please send photo selves in tournament play. You in the biological field at both Harin first letter. My son and I live have but to review the record of vard university where he is preto
alone. Miss Mary L. Smith, 537 S Wendell Phillips of Chicago. At- ently enrolled.
Mr. Simmons is on a year's
23rd Si,, 2nd fl., St. Louis 3, Mo. tucks of Indianapolis, and Louisville's Central. Locally Central leave from Albany State college
0 • •
makes the tournament since it is to complete resident work for the
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a con- consistently rated among the top
doctor of philosophy degree in hi.
stant reader of the lovelorn cor- three teams in the state.
elogY. He will resume his duties
ner. I would like to meet a nice Successful Negro coaches there- at Albany State college July 1,
lady between 25 and 40 who is fore have more than a vote for
interested in marriage. I am 43, officials. They can bargain on
Currently 92 percent of all US
5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh 150 their team's drawing power and farm trucks are classified as light
lbs., and I like all sports. Mr. what it means to the success of vehicles, rated at 11
2 ton capa/
C. K. 1818 Lyons St., Evanston, the tournament. In short, they can city or less. Eight
percent rate
insist that competent, certified Ne- over 11
111.,
2 tons.
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Camera Lens On UNCF

Alumni Gather In Chi For 12th Annual Confab

• AT THE OPENING session Dr. Willa B. Player, president of Bennett
college, was the principal speaker (photo top center). She was introduced
by James E. Stamps Sr., of Chicago, a Fisk university alumnus and
founding president of the National Council of UNCF Alumni. Photo top
right: Atty. George W. Moore, president of the Chicago Inter-Alumni
Council and Oscar G. Lawless, Chicago, chairman of entertainment committee.

• THE ROLE AND the responsibility of alumni of the United Negro
College Fund was emphasized recently in Chicago at the 12th annual conference in session at the Sheraton hotel. The highlights and personalities
of the two day meet are recorded here. Photo below: Fannie Lawless, Nelwyn Patrick, Ethel Chaney and Pearl Wright of the registration committee were busy during the opening day registering UNCF
alumni like James F. Huger, Bethune-Cookman college, Daytona Beach,
Fla.; Daniel J. Faulkner, Tuskegee Institute and Maceo Bowie, HustonTillotson college.

.• HOW TO Tncrease Community Awareness of TINCF Objectives was
the theme of Workshop NO. 2. which occupied the calendar of activities
during the first day's afternoon sessbins (photo below). The chairman
was Miss Ruth Steele, Dillard. Consultants were Mrs. Ethel .Tohnson,
Clark. and Max H. Vann, Virginia Union. Fred E.'Lewis of Wiley was
recorder.
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• THE STUDENTS' workshop found youth of the various colleges of
the United Negro College Fund discussing "Campus Interest in the Fund:
How to Stimulate It" with Harlee Little of Livingstone serving as chairman. Consultants were Jesse Mayes of Bishop and William Penn, Lane.
Mrs. Betty Campbell, Bennett college, was recorder.
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• BEST FISHES were expressed to the out-going national president,
Mrs. Leona J. Williams by W. J. Trent executive director; Albert W.
Dent, president of Dillard university and Mrs. Pearl Wright, Xavier, who
served as chairman of the Chicago conference's entertainment committee.
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Jet Social Club
Meets; Adds
New Members
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Two new members were added
to the Jet social club when the.
group met recently at the home
of Mrs. Bettie Farmer, of 161 Davent St.
The new members are Mrs. Adena Woods and Mrs. Mildred Ailsworth.
The meeting was opened with
devotional exercises by the chap.
lain, Mrs. Frankie Kimble, and a
large number of the members were
present. After the regular business
session, refreshments were served
by Mrs. Farmer, who was assisted
by her sister, Mrs. Ailsworth.
The club's next meeting will be
held at the home of Miss Eula
Fuller of 1813 Florida at.
Among the club's officers are
Mrs. Henrietta Dunlap, president;
Mrs. Eula Tillman, secretary, and
Mrs. Willa Ingram, club reporter.
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Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Holds

Patriotic Tea
Held At Alonzo
Locke School

Graduate nurse, mother of four growing youngster
Mrs. Percy Brown of St. Louis says:

Take a tip from Mrs. Brown...
always buy PET,
the handiest milk you can get.

Milk

PET EVAPORATED MILK
for cooking...for_coffee...for babies

'Holiday On Ice' To End
Finer Womanhood Week

TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sot., March 1, 1958

"Finer Womanhood Week," des- On the following night, the auxsigned to call attention to the iliaries who lend assistance to all
ideals championed by the Zeta of the Zeta affairs will be rememPhi Beta sorority, will be cele- bered, with Miss Yvonne Hawkins
brated here from March 2 through in charge of the meeting.
9 by the Alpha Eta Beta and Pi Sorors of both chapters will be
Alpha chapters. Mrs. Eloesta present at the "Blue Rendezvous
Fleming is general chairman ot Ball" to be given in honor of the
the week's celebrations, which will "Princess of the Ice" at the Club
be culminated by the second an• Tropicana on Wednesday night,
nual presentation of "Iloliday On March 5, with Mrs. Maggie Jot
,
•
Ice."
clan serving as chairman.
The theme for this year will be "Los Cheerios Day" has been
"Guiding Youth Through Richer set for March 6, and the sorors,
Educational, Social and Economic directed by Mrs. Manae StanOpportunities."
back, will spread cheer by makMrs. Carlotta Stewart is the gen- ilng donations to hospitals, and
eral chairman of the "Holiday On by sending flowrs, cards, and
Ice" presentation which will bene- gifts to shut•ins.
fit the sorority's scholarship and
A dinner party on Saturday
eyeglass projects.
evening , March 8, at Tony's
Other events scheduled for the will be given to honor visiting
week will include a radio inter- sorors, which will include Mrs.
view over radio station WDIA on Betye Steele Turner, first antiMarch 2, in which the purpose of basileus, of Tuskegee Institute,
the week will be expirsined. Mrs. and Mrs. Maggie B. Daniel, chairHelen Waterford is chairman of man of the Executive Board, of
that program.
Montgomery, Ala.
Repledge services will be con- Other members who will assist
ducted on the next night, March In the week's celebrations are
3, at the Lelia Walker Club house, Mrs. Mildred P. Horne and Miss
with both the graduate and under- Marvelle Folesome, basilei of the
graduate chapters participating. local chapters. Mrs. Bernice A.,
Mrs. Mattie Oates will be in E. Callaway is chairman of the
charge of the repledge services, publicity committee.
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movie star but one of the sweetwithout spotlighted competition mentally unsound.
Feb. 27. (4:30-5 p. m.)
Trianon Saturday night.
esen from the original star of
est most qualified artists we had
After the storm the officer is
years. As for Lonnie
some
in
met
the play. — AND IIERE AGAIN
secmartialed and it is this
Sattin, well, he did his selling
RISES the name of Sammy Davis court
best selling novel which
who will have the ph x role ori- tion of the
job for me at the Flame Show
tourwas
and
ginally played by Earle Hyman. has been dramatized
Bar and later in the Cotton Club
ChiefBy
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E.
mad
ultimate
A.
revelation
and
with
by
shipload
IVIGGINS
seasons
—SAMMY HARDLY the better, ed coast to coast a few
ahoy in Miami.
terial proof of secret -me-ledge five rifles
PARIS — Dorothy Dandridge's (the Captain's intenti
at least no more proven, actor ago.
I was seated next to Sugar Ray
beautiful and troublous
;
the
marry
As
involvpeople
Among the many
did the
BOASTS A BETTER box office
first French film, -TAMANGO," one of his own when .
urn to' lain to L'Esperanza's Captain for Robinson when Lennie
Dalpe,
Ted
are
play
and Fight,"
in cinemascope and color, opened Holland)
name. — AND 'TWAS ever thus: ed in this
merely
disillusions two barrels of chum and twenty- number "Stand Up
Judge
the
as
role.
remarked,
the
goes
Kenwood
5100 S.
at four of Paris' leading Cine- Aiche and causes conflict between Aiche, Miss Dorothy Dandridge, and the Sugar man
To the bosoffieehr
brOt
•••
man is tellAdvocate, Glenn Harris, Jr., 7117 mas simultaneously last Friday, the two men.
portrays the "Eternal Woman" "brother-in-law, this
remind' WAS plenty frappe and champagne
PLEASE
SOMEONE
WILL
TO S. Dorchester, as Capt. Blakeley, and is proving to be one of the
Then
ACCORDING
is."
it
like
HUFF"
story
And Alex Cressan, as TOMAN- superbly, in many shades of hu- ing the
flowers on scene but bar nearby was ewer
Webster means to make angry John Saunders, 4456 S. Prairie, as biggest
later I found that Lennie had been postal worker J. W. that
box-office
attractions GO, the insubordinate, clever and man emotions.
on sending certain mar- beckoning to the admitted diarist
insists
fitted
he
play
the
and
OR WORDS TO THAT effect but Greenwald, James DeLonge, 6306, since the American-made. contro- powerful warrior, sold with the
ex-fighter,
an
To mention a few we see her
ried woman in Lake Meadows of recent bride and groom being
there are other evils it brings S. Artesian as Maryk, Lynne Sand versial, "Island In The Sun." in
bulk as the mute, subjugated slave, to him to a "T".
in
unfortunates
other
apartments that his money is be- honored. — GUESTS WONDERabout. — CERTAINLY 'TWAS "in born, 7809 S. Yates as the Steno- which Miss Dandridge also starrassum(and
the firey, vindictive
a huff" that Billy Eckstine and grapher, Myra Harris, 6950 S. ed.
ing wasted. — TELL HIM the ING why hurry up calls notifAng
ed) "FREE" woman, who gives
Carolle Drake allowed their do- Prairie as the Wave orderly, Don
little housewife left all her 'play- 'em that birthday party had been
pent-up emotion; asher
The
four
to
vent
currently
"Cinemas"
mestic affairs to be dragged into
ing chores' in Idlewild last sum- cancelled SATURDAY NIGHT may
Capt. featuring "TAMANGO" are t h a l
viciously, and
as
Captain
Pauline
4611
Nomako,
the
sails
court and in the nation's press.—
mer and is sticking to duties of be wondering what happened. —
by her venomous
shocks him
Quegg, and Patrick O'Neill, Marty French "Gaumont Syndicate (thatI
BUT FOR "HUFF" they would
being a housewife now that she's NOSEY HAPPENS TO know 'twas
him;
"hates"
she
that
have
Indeclaration
sixteen
such
LeRoy
White,
Ernest
Zakes,
establishmentsl
have settled their differences in
home and back with hubby. — due to the fact that hostess' hubby
in Paris alone) located on three
hates the touch of his hands and
confines of their fine home and man, Michael Flynn, George BihlFLASH! HUBBY has found out. decided not to go out on run
with him.
connected
widely
separated
everything
of,
Henry
thoroughfares
Korngott,
Irwin
mayer,
betmuch
things would have been
flowers come from Hayes' florist to California at last minute and
weak and defenseParis. Namely. The Biarritz, on
a
as
Also
Takeand
Matuska,
John
Taylor,
judging
and
WERE
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ter. —
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Knoxville and will someday learn identity plans were upSet thereby. — IF
not
the Champs Elysees. The MadeThere will be a gala birthday less human being, thankful if
from announcements that they to Tomiya ma.
the nationally
leine and The Richelieu, on the up- celebration at the Gold Coast, Proud, for the comfort and privi- College will present
of sender. — FRIENDS WILL soon YOU WISH TO KNOW lady inJimmy Dorsey Orchestra,
famous
the
to
due
—
enjoys
per and lower end of the Grand
she
receive invites from VELMA volved is Mrs. Bettye J. who Rees
that
leges
5701 State et., Sunday, Feb. 23 in
ole "Dorthe
in
conducted
now
of her master.
Boulevard, respectively, and the
BANKS' family for her coming at 63?? St. Lawrence avenue.
CasLee
honor of Buster Strickland, the benignancy
trumpeter
by
spirit"
sey
GUYS WHO WISH further in
Gaumont Palace (largest CineAnd as the coy, tantalizing and
con- marriage to WALTER BRYANT,
popular
a
in
owner. There will be fun, food,
hour
tle,
two
ma in Europe( at the Place Clichy
vivacious creature, fully conscious
medic-to-be that will erase all ru- !nation will identify guy as a
Memorial
in
cert
Giffen-Alumni
and pretty hostessentertainment
in Montmartre.
of her own power, and man's building Wed., Feb. 26. Vocal- mors of his romantic capers and ior porter on Northwestern ro
enjoy weakness.
The stars of "TAMANGO" are es on hand to see that you
SYMPATHY TO SAMMY DY
ists are Dian Wisdom and Tommy center aisle plans for another cutie
under
get
The
will
party
yourself.
Dorothy Dandridge. as the beautiThe producers of "TAMANGO"
in loss of Brother-in-law Edwa
Mercer. The 15 musicians of the who lives in Morgan Park.
dolAmerican
some
ful, resigned, slave-girl Aiche. who way at 7 p.m.
earn
hope to
TALKING about apparent "tech' Jackson who passed in Nation
is also the ship Captain's mistress. The Gold Coast is one of the lars by eventually exporting the orchestra include 10 original Jim-I taken on them at wedding rem,. Capital past week. WIDOW RU
mey Dorsey mer.
Crud Jurgens, handsome silver- southside's popular site spots.
Integrated film to the States. But
Lion at Archway Sunday when Dyer-Jackson is well known in C
haired "Captain" of L'Esperan- Another feature at the club is this is dui ous without consider. Lee, in addition to being a mem- bar opened "earlier
than usual" cago `where she formerly
as. who respects no law but his the big. disc jockey show featur- able censor. Espeecially two ber of the Dorsey Rand for many,'
EX-CHICAGOANS JOHN
years, is one of the hest trumpet and guests apparently expected to
own and whose duel personality ing Sparky every Monday and scenes in the Captain's cabin.
in the country and has buy drinks at affair that was other- Nlarge Mandella are now settled
reflects both extremes of human Wednesday nite. Mildred StrickThe scenes are of lingering kiss- players
been considered the 'third son' di wise "sponsored" by host and in their swank Milwaukee, Wisc.,
conduct.
lend is hostess.
% which culminate the Captain's
the Dorsey family.
hostess of the occasion. — THERE home where locals are made most
Jean Servals. as Dr. Corot,
reVated statement to Aiche that,
NEW YORK — Little did sev- usiiie her kitchen for an office.
welcome on visits to the home
the ship's physician, who forms the The human foot has 2e bones. ."You belong to me . . You beTommy
Finally one disc jockey,
of Milwaukee's Braves baseball
eral record firm owners realize
inevitable triangle but fails to gain The smallest is three
eighths long to me." Instead of "I Love
had
she
the
liked
samples
Smalls,
that when they turned away a Harteam. — EDDIE PLICQUE and
the favor he seeks of Aiche. Thus of an inch long and the largest! You." although the feeling is oh.
two
and
attention
his
to
seekbrought
lem woman who had been
brother Frank are both in New
his relentless advances, intrigues,i 21 2 inches.
vious.
ing a "break for her teen - age things happened to her: Johnnie
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Three years ago
Those who like music of rock 'n enne and pianist, she is one of the GEORGE McCOO'S who gave up
made the rounds of major recordi road.
Chicago for New York are back
tedin lath:
and blues variety missed a top straight
roll
Music,
Broadcast
week's
last
At
to
listen
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them
firms begging
as Chicagoans now that George
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Thurs.
to
they
if
failed
"catch"
treat
award
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annual
her
of
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duo
has accepted lucrative employa singing
the Jack Paar show Thursday; night when she went on the ment here. — ATTENTION ATTY.
daughter, Johnnie, then 15. and luncheon Mrs. Sanders was on
"straight" kick. And Spouse is no
publishfor
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get
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o'clock
hand
all
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Martha Davis andl slouch as a bassist, whether clownpresented
she got the usual statement of ing "Over The Mountain." She
spouse plus singer Diahann Car- log or going "straight" so to say. understandable and isavcoliedar traontia"sorry, we've signed up all the was further surprised when her
along
They,
with
Miss
Carroll,
gave
roll in tune twisting performances,
rock and roll groups that we can daughter handed her the "paid in
a sparkling performance and were lee LIKE
. . HAVING flowers sent
that were socksational.
handle. Maybe some other time." full" receipt for a $21,000, two, welcome and pleasant additions to to wife instead of girl friend. —
Instead of taking their advice family home she had bought in
HOW
WAS FLORIST to know You
Oddly enough even though Mar. the Jack Paar show formerly the
she started her own record firm I the Bronx
meant East 60th street and not
that does right well as commedi-i "Tonight Show."
East ??? street where phone book
shows your home is lot.?
YOUR WIFE accepted fl
s
from you in good faith but became alarmed when card carried
t ss
im
message
"happy birthday" since
hers.
— "DEAR NOSEY." suggests
Mail bag: "Why not remind that
More names have been added tin, Johnny Mathis, Marilyn Mon- hat checker at Grand ballroom
to the headline roster already an- roe David Niven, Donald O'Con- that times a waisting when she
of
The Regal Theatre. Chicago's who starred in stage version
nounced for the 30th annual awards nor, Vincent Price, Anthony Quinn, stops to gossip about other people
of vaudeville "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" one
ceremonies of the Academy of Moa Debeie Reynolds, Edward G. Rob. CHARLES FERRELL, popular
only presentation
business.
tins Picture Arts and Sciences noon Jimmie Rodgers, Rosalind sportsman and realtor is home
house and that only periodically, of the hest acts in show
dancers
Wednesday, March 26 (NBC-TV,1 Russell, Eva Marie Saint, Tommy from Billings hospital where hi
gets back on "flesh kick" week of In addition there will be
sevand
10:30 p. m. - 12:15 a. m., EST; Sands, Jean Simmons, and Rich- was bedded for several weeks
Friday, Feb. 28 with when Count of the cute pony variety
is
Basis
NBC Radio, 10:30 p. m.. midnight,, and Widmark.
INSIDERS WHO claim to have
Basic arrives as head of a "pack- eral other name acts.
EST.)
also bringing in a comic team to
This will be the first "Oscar" witnessed a certain young proage."
by
jams
the
nightly
the
for
the
Newest
recruits
Oscar
supply laughs for
broadcast ever sponsored
fessional lady, her lawyer and
With Basie, of *nurse, will be
Award proceedings, are Carol Bak- movie industry itself and talent lots of COMPLAINTS enroute to
that are expected to witness his
the "most talked of" vocalist, Joe first appearance on Southside in
er, Rossano [Irani, Red Buttons, producer Jerry Wald has proinis. see a judge FOR CONFERENCE
Williams singing tunes especially moons and theatre's first stage
Marge and Gower Champion, Cyd ed to make it "ninety stars ir, appear in a good p sition to PUT
prepared for the engagement. But show in months.
the musical's stars Windbag
in Little Rock, Ark., was a
Chafisse Maurice Chevalier, Joan ninety minutes."
ON HER WEEKEND visit to
THE BOOK on head of a well
the
on
greats
other
there will be
Lonnie Satin and Barbara McCollins, aary Cooper. Vic Damone,
NY for a speaking engageguest of the cast of the BroadBasic is on a tour of the nation
known clubman (5414 might be
hill.
weeklong
Nair and Richard De Bella,
Doris Day, Jose Ferrer, Mel FerOregon's population of deer, his address) who is up for second
ment before a civic group,
way show, - Body Beautiful."
that will he climaxed by appearlower left, and Allan Weeks,
rer. Eitclie Fisher, Rhonda Flem• elk, antelope and bear is estimat time anent
Melba Pattilln, center, one of
She was weliommi harkStagc
Forinstance the main dancing ance on Perry Como show when
FAMILIES A.
ing and Dorothy Malone.
ed he wildlife authorities at about from his own honie.
lower right.
the 9 teenagers attending conafter the show by several of
chores on the program will he he returns to New York on March
Flash!
MarMansfield,
Tony
Alsojayne
654,000.
troversial Central High School
ibe reading this in headlines soon.
entrusted to Atkins and partner 29.
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Willi Favored To Win SAC Tourney

Sat., March 1, 1958
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BIG MONEY IN THE HOUSE. ahead and searching suspicious
On the night of March 4, mul- ladyfolk who just might have a
ALBANY, Ga. — The anneal
ti millionaire Winthrop Rockefeller mink tied around their midrifts
Southeastern Athletic conference
will spend the night in the home
Around 63rd and the Grove, the
tournament will be held this year
of a Gary, Ind. Negro. The noted hard-hearted kitchenette landlords
at Albany State college, here on
philanthropist whose famous fain- are passing out dispossesses like
Feb. 28 to March 1.
tly has long been known for its corner hustlers handing out handFor the first time in the history
philanthropies among Negroes, bills for a fortune telling "prophthe organization the tournament
Will be guest of wealthy home et." As a result, more chicks are
will be shifted from Savannah
builder Andrew Means and will be on the turf these cold nights than
State college and for the first time
in Gary for the annual Urban ever trying to "get one to go"
In the history of Alabany State
League Fund dinner on March 5 so they'll have a roof over their
colleee, she will host the tournain the Steel City. Winniee pet heads for at least one m or e
ment.
organization has always been the night. "Baby, It's Cold Out Here,"
If any team In the six-team
Irban League.
one chippie told her old man who
loop has earned the right to host
••
was sitting in his warm Cadillac
this collegiate tournament, Albany
State has. For the last decade,
POLITICAL RIGMAROLE: — waiting for her to rake up enough
the Albanians have consistently
Back in 1948 when Dr. W. E. st, so he could get two gallons of
played first division basketball. In
DuBois ran for the U. S. Senate "regular" gas to finish making
the last three years they have
from New York on the Liberal his "rounds" on.
won championship honors. Fittingticket, most Negro bi g w igs "They're talking about bringing
ly enough, Albany State is the
thought he was crazy They sob- back the WPA," one broad was
champion of the loop.
defending
ered a bit after the results show- overheard in a fish fry parlor
The teams to be entered into
ed the elderly educator and leader telling her female chum, "hope
the tourney are Savannah State.
corning in a good third in a six they dont forget us. They need
Claflin, Florida Normal, Paine,
man field. Now the latest talk some kind of project for us poor
and Morris, in addition to Alis the efforts by prominent United Walking Women. It's so rough I'd
bany State.
Nations officials to get Dr. Ralph like to get on relief, but my old
Among top runners for visitation
Bunch to throw his hat into the man won't stand for it because
honors are Claflin and Florida Norring for a Senate seat. And they they'd have to investigate him and
mal. Claflin will probably enter
wouldn't put themselves on the then find out about that Cadillac
the tourney firmly installed as
spot if they weren't more than I been helping him to pay for."
Conference favorites.
•
•
•
reasonably certain Bunche could
Ironically for Claflin, the host
win or at least make such a show- JOINT'S JUMPING — Out at
team — Albany State was, as of
ing that the idea might catch on Ralph Howard's Paddock R e V.
last week, the first and only
elsewhere.
Clarence Cobb really enjoyed him- FISK BULLDOG — Chicago —
sponsored by the alumni clubs team to stop the men from the
••
Methodist institution of Orangeself Saturday night at that postof Fisk university and Moresins who cheered when Harburg, S. C.
TEEN ON BROADWAY — Cute, Valentine Party. In the crowd
house college show, who
old Shaw starred on the Wen'
But Albany State has played
personable Melba Patillo, one of were Squire Whittington, Zenobia
has appeared in every game
dell Phillips basketball team
MOST VALUABLE — LeRoy
the role of "spotter" off the
well
the original nine teenagers whose (Little Twin) Brewster, Andrew
played by Fisk this season.
will be able to see him in
Wright, senior g u a r d Is
on throughout the fading season.
entry into Central High school in C. Wiley, prexy of the Alligators
has chalked up an enviable
action as a Fisk Bulldog On
awarded a trophy as the most
It was the Albany team that
Little Rock set off an expl sion social club; Mona Ray, from the
record for a freshman. He has
Saturday, March 1, at St. An•
saleable member of the Feet
humbled Fort Valley of the SIAC
hit 40 field goals in 99 atthat rang around the world when North Side, Jewel Handy, Conselm's gymnasium, at 8 p.m.
university basketball t e a m.
immediately following Fort Valtempts for a 44.5 percent avGov. Faubus called out arme& stance T. Bates, Edison A. Love, Shaw is a possible starter in
erage. He has scored 16 of ley's spanking of SIAC front-runthe Fisk . Morehouse game,
troops to bar their entry, paid a l Frank Merchant, Robert Anderners, Storehouse and Alabama
31 free throws.
the annual post-season thriller
visit to New York the other day. son, Ralph Williams, Annie HamState.
During her 36 hours in the Big ilton, Billie Campbell, R ol an d
For this reason, many may conTown, the 18-year-old scholastic Prince, Paul Roberson. Eva Wit.'
sider Albany State, along with Saheroine who came to speak at a hams, Wayne Robinson, Theresa
vannah State as the tourney's
Brotherhood Week program at Thomas, the Fred A. Ellises,
"dark-horses." And, too, the AlRev. Thomas Harten's Hgly Trio- Frank Green, Tom Mahoney, R.
banians will be playing in their
ity Baptist church in Brooklyn, M. Sims, Bernie Young, Mrs. L.
own back yard.
WorEarl
Woods,
Selby
the
White,
celebrity
proved to be the real
Glorand
Cobbs
Loretha
backstage as the guest of the thington,
cast of the Broadway musical, ia Wells. Corine Bosh was the
"Body Beautiful," starring Lon- popular hastess while Arthur Wil(This is another in the series fast ball, with control a long suit
sue Sattin and Barbara McNair liams handled the emcee details. of stories on the prospects, of miss- for him. He once hurled a noTwo of the Southern Intercollewhere Melba signed her autograph The Nat Kirk Trio had the joint Jo rleague baseball teams with hitter while pitching for Oklahoma
giate Athletic conference's classiCity in the Texas League in 1955.
tan players.)
jumping all night.
until her fingers were weary.
TALLADEGA, Ala. — The new- est teams, Fisk university of Nash••
•••
Flood, a 20-year-old outfielder is ly organized swimming team of
The St. Louis Cardinals came
ville, Tenn., and Morehouse colTHE CUTOUT — Aoout three WAIT TIL NEXT YEAR — The close last season to the team's considered a prized prospect. He Talladega college engaged in its lege of Atlanta Ga., continue
years or so back, "M o n e y" colored cops whose hopes of be- first National League pennant was acquired from the Cincinnati first swimming meet against
nearly half-century cage riRedleps in an off-season trade. Storehouse college of Atlanta, their
James introduced my man Allen coming sergeants on the Chicago since 1946.
valry here Saturday, March 1,
Drew to a plump, handsome force were cruelly dashed when
Had not Sam Jones encountered In 1956, Flood played for High Thursday afternoon, and was de- when they tangle at Se Anselrn's
Oklahoma as the "Princess." Judge Harry Fisher threw out the knee trouble in mulseason, he Point - Thomasville in the Caro- feated by the latter.
gymnasium.
young chick known in Buffalo and 1954 civil service list, plan to might have gone on to become a lina League. He won the league's
The Talladega team will make
The preliminary teasell will pit
Well, the comedian beat James make a new and stronger bid for 20-game winner (he won 12 and batting championship with a .340 its second trial Saturday, Feb.
the highly touted Fourth Ward Refor the mild child who was on the promotions just before the next lost 9) and the Redbirds might mark, was voted the most popu- 15 ,at 1:30 p. m., against Alabama publican team, led by former
lar player on the team and was
bounce from her old man and Al- mayoralty campaign in 1960. . . have been NL champions instead
State college,
St. Elizabeth star, Art Hicks,
an unanimous selection on the
len, who fell like a starched hip- Della Reese who really upset 'em of the Milwaukee Braves.
against the Greater Bethesda All.
team.
All-Star
league's
popotamus for the chick, moved during her long stay at Mr. Kel- FOUR AT CAMP
Stars, who boast a 16-4 winning
her in as queen of his stash then ly's, is trying to figure out her
Jones is one of four tan players
record in AAU team play. The
at the Wedgewood. After Allen love life. All she's waiting for on the regular roster of the CarGOP quint has won 20 and lost 3.
froze on the DeLisa in favor of now is for his wife to give him dinals. Others slated for varsity
For Morehouse, who set a blazNew York's Hotel Theresa Gold the divorce. Della has been l wear- (homecoming) Nov. 15, Allen
ing pace in the SIAC with 10
pit.
reddhanded
Room, Princess cut out with him. ing that engagement ring of 15 Frank Barnes. a
straight victories before loosing its
The other day a Harlem player diamonds in a cluster for several cher; and Curtis Flood and Joe
first game in the championship
outfielders.
Taylor,
and parlayer, they tell me, open- months. .
finals of the Georgia Invitational
Manager Fred Hutchinso
ed the Princess' nose and cut her LITTLE ZIGGY JOHNSON over
basketball tournament to Tenneswear.
year's
full
a
away from the fenny man and in Detroit, is heading for New hoping to get
TALLAHASSEE — More than 50 see State A&I university, the sixth
hard-throwthe
from
speak,
to
so
now poor Allen is back in on the York where he'll put together the
prospects reported for baseball annual encounter here against Fisk
Big Windy wide screen eating nis new show for the Club Savannah jor league baseball teams with
practice at Florida A&M univer- university will have great signiinclude
Petersburg
St.
at
drills
heart out. "Love jumped a rabbit in Greenwich Village. .M ill e r
sity recently.
ficance. The Atlanta cagers will
on
down
cutting
Sam,
ing
Jones.
and run him for a solid mile," (Styletown) Frazier is still fightCoach 0, A. Moore said he is be seeking revenge for last year's
curbed
season.
last
windup
his
they say.
ing his estranged wife's bid for some of his notorious wildness.
TALLAHASSEE — Florida A&M expecting first baseman Curtis 72-69 victory chalked up by Fisk
••
$100 a week alimony. . .She's got
opened spring grid practice last Mitchell, shortstopper Morris Pa- in a last minute scoring spree.
in
season
winning
first
his
In
SIGNS OF THE TIMES?—The Atty. Jean Williams calling t h e
Like Morehouse, the colorful
Thursday with hopes of filling skell, and pitcher Ben Pratt to be
chicks have a new one and the shots for her. . "She can call the majors, Jones issued 71 bases gaps left vacant and introducing top freshmen cut for the team. He Fisk team opened Conference
183 inand
games
28
in
ball
on
expects to cut the squad to 25 be- play with six wins before suffercops don't dig it at all. They're anything she wants," Miller says,
His strikeout total was 154, new plays.
flagging those big interstate "but I'll bet a fat man she won't nings.
said he fore the opener here against the ing its first set back in the SIAC
the highest among major Coach Jake Gaither
of
one
All-Stars. The ho m e race.
Tampa
trucks around 18th and State aft-i call no $100 a week out of me
te work on fundamentals,
league pitchers. lie chalked up an plans
er 11 p.m. when the streets are I haven't seen a C-note since
a few new plays, and a great deal games are expected to be played
The game Is sponsored by the
3.59.
cf
mark
run
earned
snore or less deserted and riding the income tax people hit on me
of time will be spent working new on the new diamond on the cam- alumni clubs of Fisk university
hopes, men into a smooth machine.
high
have
ave.
Cardinals
Railroad
The
off
pus
and
Morehouse colleke to raise
with their "customers" (the re tor my bread last year.". . .Down
will prove his "From rerr starting eleven," reMissing from last year's nine money for the scholarship funds
are usually two southern "Johns" in Miami where Cab CallowaY too, that Barnes
league
for a thorough major
lated Gaither, "we lost tackles are outfielder Willie Bussey, cat- used to send worthy Chicago high
in the cab on those long hauls) heads the Cotton Club revue, ev- ready
test. The 29-year-old hurler won Vernon Wilder and James Hill, cher Ernest Sistrunk and pitcher school graduates to their respecas far South as 63rd St., where erybody is on a day to day notice
the
in
Omaha
for
10
lost
and
12
quarterback James Williams, full- Charles Newman. Sistrunk batted tive schools.
they CTA-it back to 18th at., with because bad weather has killed
American Association last y e a r.
and guard .327, hit two home runs, and had
their $5 to $10 "earnings." Some show business in the land of the He had the Triple A loop's best back Alonzo Vereen,
seven RBI's last spring. Newman
Charles Hines.
of 'em are so glad to get inside 'gators. . .Then ther&t
.11e eorne earned run average — 2.41. He
.0
of 20 days. has been the A&M swatters'
total
a
"We will work
something with four walls these about those two pol c
rs struck out 165 batters in 31 games Our daily workouts will not lead
sub-zero nights they sometimes whose ears were grabbed by'ehe (14 complete) and 205 innings. to a game scrimmage at the end.
happily accept $2 and are glad income tax men and who were SPARKLED IN RELIEF
There will be some scrimmaging,
TALLADEGA, Ala. — After a
to get it!
ueable to show gambling t a x
long losing streak, the Talladega
At the end of the AA season, but we must make an effort to
Things are so bad outside that stamps. . ."The Boss bought 'em
Tornadoscame back Thursday
he made three mound appearanc- find lapable replacements a n d
some of 'em are talking about for us and kept 'em," they told
denight, Feb. 6, to defeat the Ala.
es for the Cards, one a sparkling polish details in offense and
claiming "unemployment insur- the man. "Where's the Boss?' Un6-inning relief stint against t h e fense."
ance" in order to bridge the gap cle Sam's man wanted to know. Braves.
In addition to the five starters,
until they start "walking again." "He's in jail and he'll be there
lettermen lost are backs, Frank
Barnes has a good curve and a Brown and Thomas Marshall;
And the 'boosters" don't know for five more years," the figure
tackles, Beno English and Riley
which way to turn now that the merchants said. Now both of
Morris; guards, Henry Harris,
department stores aren't waiting them are on their way to join
Robert Brown, Carl Crowell, and
for court tests but are going the Boss!
Charles Howard; end S a in u el
Cleare, and centers Marcellus
MILWAUKEE — The world
Durham and Paul Williams.
Returning lettermen include. champion Milwaukee Bra v es
ends, Jerry Carrion, William last week were r epor t e d
Lee, Horace Small, and Fray quite elated over the showing of
DURHAM, N. C. — (ANP) —
Merchant; tackles, Leon Collier Juan Pizarro, last year's rookie
With the basketball season in the and William Davis; guards, Eu- pitcher, in the Puerto Rican Winhome stretch, Wilfred John, Win- gene Miller, Lewis Rice and Willie ter league, but were somewhat
Mon-Salem star, Monday 1 e d Wyche; center, Willie Taylor: concerned about Felix Mantilla, a
BATON ROUGE, La. — SouthAt the half, the Jaguars led, the Central Intercollegiate Athlet- backs, Alvin Chavis, Clarence second-year man, and "Hurriern university's Frank P a u I, 40-23, and as game time moved, ic Association scoring race with a Johnson, David Latimer, L e e cane" Bob Hazle, the rookie who
scoring 29 points, led his team- so did the lead with the Cats on, total of 493 points and an aver- Koyster, Eugene White, a n d burned op the National league with
age of 21.4.
mates to an easy 87-43 win over the front end
e n d s, Jerry Cardoza, William his late season hitting.
the Texes college Steers Saturday
Paul was off to a sizzling start
John, who was also third in Merchant; tackles, Leon Collier
Pizzaro is in the pink, John Mulafternocn in the SU gymnasium in the first stanza, hitting for 16 field goals scored 196 and fourth and William Davis; guards, Eu- len, the Braves farm director, reto make a clean sweep of the two. points by virtue of seven field in free throws (101) and rebounds gene Miller, Lewis Rice and Willie ported. He has pitched eight shutgame series and take undisputed tosses. He added 13 before being (3e1), was followed by R. Scott Wyche; center, Willie Taylor; outs and was rolling along like a
hold of second place in t h e pulled with a plus three min- of St. Paul's, who had a points hacks, Alvin Chavis, Clarence steam roller.
Southwestern Athletic conference. utes remaining in the contest.
total of 340, and C. Brighter!, Mor- Childs, Leroy Hardee, Lewis
But with Mantilla and teazle it
'rexas Southern is setting the
For the losers, Edde Clark was gan State college, and .1. Syphax. Johnson, David Latimer, L e e was a different story. Mantilla,
the
with
rerunner248,
Jaguars
pace
the big man in the scoring with Howard. with 253 and
Koyster, Eugene White, a n d the brilliant shortstop who filled
ups with a 7-3 mark after a pair 18 points which was enough to net spectively.
in capably when injuries sidelined
Charles Young,
of losses to the league leaders him runner-up honors to Paul
Johnny Logan and Red Schoen,
The 1958 schedule:
J. Howell of A&T college led
and a single game to Arkansas for the afternoon. Luther Groce on both field goals and free throws.
Oct. 4, Benedict, Home; Oct. 11 (hewn last season, seems to be
State.
of Texas, whe Was Friday night's He netted It of a total of 247 Fort Valley State, Home; Oct 13, taking it eity, Mullen reported.
Vastly different from the previ- high man for the vintors with 18, attempted field goals, and net- Morris Brown, Atlanta; Oct. 25, He seemed to feel that he has
ous days game in which the lead had to settle for 15 points on the ted 84 points from the free throw Betune - Cookman, Jacksonville. already made it to the majors
consistently changed hands with afternoon.
line
(Florida classic); Nov. 1, South and there is no need to prove
Co-Capt. Roosevelt Hill and Ego
the score being tied on 17 diffets
In the battle for team honors, Carolina Slate, Orangeburg; Nov. himself.
ent occasions, there was never Hayes of Southern hit for 17 the A&T Aggies led the IA team 8, North Carolina A&M, home, Mule's case was more
nth"'
'
THE CHAMPS — The A&T
any doubt as the Jaguars took points each behind Paul, wi th loop for the third straight week, home; Nov. 72, Southern univer.1 Up to last week, the free college Aggies laid claim to
only
hitting
was
lefty
swinging
early
and
the
Teddy Brown
Dick Hill get- The Aggies had a won-loss record sity, Baton Rouge; Nov 29, Texas'
an early 15-8 lead In
the (IAA basketball champitermites ef the game that they ting six each and Clinton Brooks of 15-3 and a percentage rating of Southern, Home; Dec. 13, Orange, .180 and had. trouble finding him onship following their detest
never came close to relinquishing. gaining five.
24.28.
selL
Blossom classic. Kiang.

ound Sam Jones
ould Help Birds Talladega Swimmers

The presentation of the award
is made by the Rev. Wilson
Q. Welch, assistant professor
of religion at the Nashville

school of Weber learning. Al
the left is Herbert "B
Thompson, coach of the nit
team.

Morehouse
Plays Fisk
Team Here

Lose To Morehouse

Florida A&M
OpenSpring Baseball Team
ractice At In Practice

Florida AM

Talladega Defeats
Fisk And Alabama

Winston-Salem
Leads Scoring
SouthernJaguarsIn CIAA Race

Mantilla
Has Club
Concerned

BIG MAN — Charlie Harrison (23), 6-foot-6 center with
the A&T college Aggies, was
the big Male in the team's
drive to the CIAA pennant
with an average of 21.5 points
a game. Here Ilarrison drops

In a one-hand push site.
against Bluefield state college
as the Aggies won, 64 to 42.
Leander Howell (531 of Bluefield, and James Galloway of
the Agee' is partially hidden.

brims A&M basketball team 58-50; Colored glass bottle* — ambit
and in a terrific and exciting gamel
Saturday, Feb. 8, Coach Hug b l and emerald — are used to pre.
Davis and the Talladega basketproducts which are sensitiv
hall squad edged out a .64•63 vic-I
to ultra-vtolet rays.
tory over Fisk university.

• Beat Texas Twice

•

of Shaw university last Wednesday night, 77.56. The starting use of the championship
quint are Irons left to right:

Herbert Gray, is. Cet t•
Charlie Harrisoa, Al AVM
and Joe Howell.
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Stork Stops

Owen Alumni Launches
Endowment Fund Drive
Owen College alumni leaders in community.
a special meeting called last week "We will be glad to have friends
by alumni president, William A. who believe in a church-related
Adkins, district manager of Golden college and in religious values in
Circle Jnsurance company, enroll- high edueation enroll in the
ed with $5,750 is the newly or- Living Endowment Fund. Informsganized Living Endowment Fund titan may he secured from the Offor their alma meter.
fice of the President of the Col.'
Mr. Adkins says the "special ef- lege, any alumnus (ae) college
fort toward development of the en- trustee or faculty member."
dowment fund is being made at
Mr. Adkins reports that all alumthis time because Owen College ni in attendance enrolled in the
of
fell
acstands on the threshold
fund. Enrollment by cerificate
creditation and needs now the amount was as follows: One Thousbenefits of maximum enrollment. and Dollars — William A. Adkins,
The alumni activity is only one Rev. Charles J. Patterson, Rev.
part os the total effort to achieve 0. C. Crivens; five hundred dolaccrelitation promptly. We believe lars — Mrs. Lucile B. Thompson,
Memphians need the curricula of- Rev. N. W. Beasley, Mrs. Isabel'
ferings and the economical bran- Flagg; two hundred fifty dollars
ing available in Memphis only at — Louis V. Tate, Clarence BecOwen college. The alumni mant to ton, Rev. Charles B. Burgs, Miss
do as much as they can for the 'Ruth Twine, and Miss Cherry
good of both the college and the Streeter.

Erica Powell, secretary to Prime
Minister Nkruma, was recently de.
corated with the order of the British Empire.
Bad weather and recess of the
Supreme Court forced Chicago's
Russ DeBow to make a return
MASTER RACE PROPAGANDA
engagement in March to be sworn
In Waehington, the Ambassa- toms, the product of years of in to practice before the Supreme
dor of a foreign country picked I experiment and experience in adCourt.
up a New York paper and carejusting to a bi-racial society." I
The annual dinner of the Nafully read a full page ad entitled
The ambassador put down the
"To the People of New York
paper, slowly took off his glass- tional conference of Christians and
City — the Position of the South
es and said, "If I had not read Jews made awards to businessman
on Race Relations."
it in English in an American Aaron Goldman and four foreign.
As he read the arguments set
newspaper, I might have thought
on "What
fourth by the "Joint Legislative
this was some reprint of the mas- ers for the best letters
They
Committee"
of
Louisiana
ter race nonsense of Adolph Hit- Brotherhood Means to Me."
Klamin,
a Burwere Mrs. June
against integration of Negroes, ler.
housewife;
Assibi
Ablidu,
a
mese
the diplomats handsome swarthy
These men talk like fanatics
police instructor at the Academy
face flushed a deep copper and
who would rather see the counin Accra, Ghana; Capt. Borge Caranger clearly showed itself, hut
try destroyed than to give up
of Denmark; and Mrs. Rosa
he remembered his role as an
their notions. I am puzzled when sten,
Maria Della Garza of Mexico City.
envoy and regained his poise.
they talk about Negroes being
Justice and Mrs. Earl Vs arHe began to read aloud. "You
forced to abandon their culture Chief
the honored
may ask: Does this great counand morals and committing ra- ren were among
guests as well as the ambassatry of ours represent a melting, cial suicide.
from
many
countries.
dors
pot of different races? From a
Form what I have seen of this
scientific standpoint, the answer
Martin Luther King, ir., went
country, the Negro race AS such,
some
is an unequivocal — no. The
seems to be disappearing be- off to California to keep
vast majority of this nation re-Pcause it is already so mixed up. speaking engagements then went
resents a blending of like peo•
Well, this is an internal matter back to Montgomery and holed
pels of common European anand I am not in a position to up again to put the finishing touchcestry, rather than a mixing of
openly condemn these attitudes, es on his book due at the pubdivergent races .. . We in the
but what disturbs the people of lisher's April 1.
South think of our colored friends thy country is that so many of
Adam Clayton Powell spoke in
as Negro American, rathern than
your State Department people Houston, Tex., then flew on to
as American Negroes.
come from the South and if San Juan Puerto Rico for a week
The normal cardinal relation
this is their attitude toward col- in the sunshine before returning
ship between Southern white
ored people, then they are really to Congress.
and colored people are regulated
on the side of the colonial
NOW IN CONCLUSION
by a set of conventions of cuspowers."

Mrs. Howard Qualls, of 1703 Har- 1701 Kansas.
Horn at John Gaston Hospital:
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
rison.
Feb. 15-58
at.
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr. Mrs. James Davis of 301 S. 4th
Mr.
and
A son, Jessie Esti, to
and Mrs. George Ratliff of 1382 ,A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Ball
S.
Briggs
of
1807
Mrs. Oscar
Thomas of 1659 Sydney.
' Michigan.
A son Adolphus, jr., to Mr. and
A eon, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs•
Adaughter, Carla Jaye, to Mr.
Udell Hamilton of 186 Saffarans. and Mrs. Henry Sanders of 676 Till- Mrs. Adolphus Bonner of 881
James.
A daughter, Denise, to Mr. anti man.
A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr. A son, Joseph Randy, to Mr.
Mrs. Maurice Burton of 858 Eyers.
and Mrs. Tommie Stanton of 355 and Mrs. Leroy Conway of 2585
Feb. 16.58
New Raleigh rd.
A son, Withers, Jr., to Mr. and Dixie Mall.
A daughter, Johnanna, to Mr.
A son, Charles Jr., to Mr. and
Sirs. Withers Anthony of 900 MaMr. Charles Perry of 242 N. Sec and Mrs. John 11. Foster of 2139
Won.
Shannon.
ond.
' A son, Joe Mathis, Jr., to Mr.
A son, Jefferson, to Mr. and A daughter, Betty Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe M. Jackson of 724 Mrs. Wilson Hoof of 604 Jeanette and Mrs. John Thornton of 937
Whitehaven Lane.
McDowell.
Feb. 20-58
A daughter, Mae Frances. to
A daughter, Sheila Ann, to Mr.
A son, Curtis Shurdell, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Miller of 526 and Mrs. James Prewitt of 209 and Mrs. Wylie Harris of 684 AyPeyton.
ers.
Turley.
Feb. 17-58
A son, Melvin Lzmn, to Mr. and, A son, Willie Harold, to Mr. and
A $4,000,000 long distance tele- Waleska ties in with major comAson, to Mr. and Mrs. James Mrs Melvin Qualls of 1681 Oak- 1 Mrs. Willie H. Hicks, of 162 Mod'
phone express route through Ten- munications networks in the South.
H. Smith of 757 Montgomery.
der.
wood.
A son, Fred III, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.1 A daughter, Frances Denise, to nessee is scheduled to be built PROTECTION
Express routes are direct comPINCH HITTER FOR ABE
Fred Lewis of 297 Dixie Mall. Rufus Watson of 818 Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Woodson of this year by the Long Lines DeTobacco prices took a tumble
In San Diego, Cal., a Lincoln's ployment and a poll showing the
partment of the American Tele- munication highway that span long
A son to Mr. and Mrs. PlumA son, Vernon Craig, to Mr. 950 McDowell.
on the stock market after the
cities
large
avoid
distances
and
birthday celebration by the Re- 1
zner L. Green of 360 S. Welling. and Mrs. Lindon McClendon of
A son, Noah, jr.. to Mr. and phone and Telegraph company.
Committee on GovernHouse
increasing
popularity
of Democratand industrial areas. They assure publicans ran into stormy weather
ton.
Mrs. Noah Wilkins of 605 St. Paul. The plans for the project were
1423 Ledger.
ic attorney general Pat Brown ment Operation of which Congcountry's
comthe
protection
to
Roy
by
when
it
was
recently
learned
here
that
John
announced
AshA daughter, Paula Ann, to Mr. A son, Clifton Wayne, to Mr. and
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
ressman William L. Dawson is
and Mrs. Jackson White of 371 3. Mrs. Francis Bratcher of 30 W. and Mrs. Charles Cole of 1290 Freeman, Division Commercial munications network by offering ton, president of the Men's Repub- who is a candidate for governor, chairman, blasted cigarette filin the event lican League had resigned in pro, Sen. William Knowland who is
diversification
route
TeleBell
Southern
of
the
Manager
Orleans.
G risad.
Fields, Apt. 13.
ter tip ads for making false asof local or national emergency. test over the invitation of old line running on the Republican ticket,
A daughter, Natalie Arlene, to , A son, Roy, jr., to Mr. and
A daughter, Mildred Louise, to phone company.
sertions about less nicotine in
The new microwave express These express routes may be lik- rabble rouser, Gerald L. K. Smith, trimmed his spoken sentiments their products.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason of 4903 Mrs. Roy Jaskson of 267 E. Wal- Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Washington
route will by-pass the major in- ened to super highways with professional spouter of anti-semit- for a "moderate right to work"
Black rd.
of 1701 Kansas.
dorf.
The state of New Jersey
A son, Richard Bell jr., to
A daughter, Patricia Davis, to dustrial areas, and will extend branches and interconnections to i ic-anti-Negro writings and mouth- bill for the state to legislation to agreed to remove discriminatory
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
routes
main
through
the
cities
which
Ky.,
avoid.,
ings and close friends of the late control "compulsory unionism" restrictions from an advertiseMr. and Mrs. Richard B. Jordan Freeland Crump of 808 Beebe.
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis of 301 from Williamstown,
Microwaves beaming telephone Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy to ad- which he felt might be more palatTennessee to Waleska, Ga. Microof 237 Turley.
A son, Frederick Odell, to Mr. S. Fourth.
ment for the sale of state-ownbuildrepeater
messages
from
tower
to
tower
are
and
towers
wave
of
981
dress the annual Lincoln Day rally, able to sensitive voters.
A son, Walter. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Denver Franklin of 794 and Mrs. Adolphus Bonner
ed property following a protect
Tenreceived
by
horn
in
transmitted
and
constructed
be
will
981
ings
Willie Moore, of 616 Brown Mall. Walnut.
Bonner
of
and bmrs. Adolphus
Ashton was joined in his indigNegro Democrats from the Jewish Labor commitCalifornia
nessee near Jamestown, Crossville, reflector antennas atop each tow- nation by Dennis V. Allen, called a minority strategy confer. tee.
Feb. 18-58
James.
Feb. 21-58
microwaves
are
receivCleveland.
er.
When
and
Pikeville
Jessie
Mrs.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
and
Mr.
Mr.
son,
to
Jacqueline,
to
A
San Diego civic leader who de- ence at Fresno, chief purpose of
A daughter,
In a letter to Gov. Robert
Williamstown is a junction point ed from a neighboring tower. they scribed the invitation as "tanta. Dortch of 812 Heiskell.
and Mrs. Charles Cole of 1290 L. Thomas of 1659 Sydney.
which was to blast the Knowland Meyner, Stephen Remsen, area
A daughter, Lois, to Mr. and Grand.
A son, Joseph Randy, to Mr. offering access to extensive com- travel down the tower to the re- mount to throwing the body of a right to work bill. Fifty leaders director, said the ad which ap•
throughout pealer building where they are amrs. Alonzo Davenport of 216 N.
A daughter, Mildred Louise, to I and Mrs, Leroy Conway of 2585 munications networks
decomposed cat in the face of col- headed by Mrs. Vanio Spencer of peered in New Jersey papers
the northern part of the country. plified thousands of times. The re- tired voters."
Manassas.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Washington of I New Raleigh rd.
Los Angeles met at the Hacienda stated the property could not
juvenated
microwaves
then
shoot
A daughter, Mary Ella, to Mr.
Worried over mounting unem-1 Motel for a two-day meeting.
be sold to or occupied by des.
back up to the tower and are sent
and Mrs. Walter Sullivan of 394
ALONG THE LABOR FRONT
cendants of the African race.
back to the next tower site. Travimpson.
At
Miami,
where
the
AFL-CIO
International
Labor
Orto
the
commonly known as colored peoeling at the speed of light microA daughter, Aberdeen. to Mr.
executive council held its annual
ganization meetings at Geneva,
ple." Governor Meyner turned
waves can circle the earth seven
nd Mrs. Johnny L. Lewis of 5*
winter meeting, President George
Switzerland
in
May
and
A.
Philthe
matter over to the deputy
times in one second.
arahan.
Meaney called a press conferip Randolph, vice president of
state attorney general who orService on the route is expected
A daughter, Sandra Arleen, to
ence.
the l'ederation and president of
dered the restriction removed.
in the fall of 1958, and ?ampler, and Mrs. Alonzo Campbell of
Clamping down on his ever
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
lion of further expansion is schedThe long awaited announce330 Brown.
present cigar, he grimly ango
to
delegation
to
Porters to a
ment of the new deputy assistant
uled for early 1959.
A son, Michael Dewayne. to Mr.
nounced
the
council
was
sumApril
for
the
533
Cuba,
in
sugar
of
England
touched
Havana,
ward I
chairman of the Democratie Na"Take a wolf's liver boiled in cures. One was composed of
nd Mrs. Edgar Bass of 769 Promoning an emergency national
combi- TB patients in one month, and
dedication of a new hotel built
tional Committee is expected to
thin wine, bacon of a sow fed on of roses: another was a
Me.
conference
in
Unemployment
hand
on
Trade
Union.
Valois
laid
his
by
the
Cuban
pomegranate,
Philip
of
oak,
of
nation
come within the next week, and
A son, Maurice Bernard, to Mr. herbs, and the flesh of a sheWashington for March 10-13.
In separate resolutions t h e
mimosa and acacia. Unfortunate- 1,500 at one ceremony.
the choice seems to have narnd Mrs. Eases Sanders of 461 donkey. Eat with the broth."
Disputing the President's hopecouncil condemned the "shockthese mixtures were, Between 1662 and 1682, Charles
as
lovely
ly,
rowed down to Arthur Chapin
Sound like a gourmet's delight?
lston.
ful optimism about an upturn in
ing French air force bombardnot cure TB. Another II was reported to have touched
of Newark, N. J.
Perhaps. But in ancient Rome they did
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
ment of a Tunisian town on the
March, Meany predicted an adwas found among the more than 92,000 victims of the
cure
exotic
Baltimore's Mayor D'Allessenrs. Palmer L. Smith, of 1505 S. this speciality was used as a cure
ditional million more unem ployAlgerian border with scores of
Greeks who took a vulture's lung disease.
dro is on the spot about a profor tuberculosis!
per.
would
level
before
the
figure
and
called
ed
civilian casualties,"
burnt upon vine logs, and mixed
Sounds incredible, doesn't it?
pose new city anti-bias ordiEugene. to
A son, Raymond
The ancient world was familiar with a lily blossom in wine.
upon the U. S. to implement the
But as late as the 18th Century
A recent guest on the LeMoyne off, called for drastic action
nance introduced by one of his
r. and Mrs. John 0. Campbell with TB. The first traces of the
policies
erom
anti-colonial
in
the
White
House
to
stem
"traditional
poplar
were
Tree frogs
no less famous a man than John college campus in Memphis was
opponents in the city council.
1844 Shadowlawn.
disease are found in tombs of the some countries, because spitting Wesley suggested curing TB by Wolfgang
of the U. S." and urged PresiKaufman, the German the tide.
D'Allessandro is miffed because
eb. 19-58
dead from the Neolithic period into the mouth of a tree frog "cold bathing and breathing into head of the United
the
State
Eisenhower
and
dent
In
other
developments,
the
States InforNegro leaders did not consult
A daughter, Mary Ann. to Mr. about 5.000 B.C. Throughout the transferred the disease to him. a hold cut in wet earth."
Department to discontinue all
mation Agency's Amerikahaus in federation president named Chihim first.
nd Mrs. Ed Daniels of 88 Wig- ages men tried to cure the dis- Another cure was the eating of
military and financial assistance
And this is not much stranger Essen, Germany.
cago's Eugene Frazier, president
OM.
ease. They drew on their own su- the "middle of a snake."
than the attitude fifty years ago
In the United States on a 90- of the United Transport Service
which France uses to wage war
A daughter, Deborah Delois, to perstitions, on their 1 i mited
Another cure required the eat- when climate was considered the day tour, Mr. Kaufman said that Employees Untan as a delegate
aeainet the Ileerian people.
lr. and Mrs. Floyd Ford of 1975 knowledge of the human body,
f- greatest single factor in the treat- he was gathering impressions of
The B
ADDITIONAL LABOR NOTES
Frisco.
and on their incomplete scientific ferer could check on this cure. He ment of TB. Shortly after the turn
"this vast country" to take back
The council paid tribute to the program within their ranks, workA daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr. observations.
was advised to run for an hour of the century, fresh air treat- to Germany with him. Someone'
workers of Nassau, Bahamas for ing in close cooperation with the
nd Mrs. Anthony Leigh of 3062 The Hindu people used to pass after taking it. If he didn't get men was inaugurated in
Ed- In Washington, D. C., he said ad- their "valiant
struggle to raise civil rights committee and the civcAdoo.
a child with TB through a hole in sick, the cure was a success. Boil- wards Sanitarium and a number vised that he visit LeMoyne coltheir pitifully low living stand- il rights department of the AFLRECORDS FOR EVERTON1
A daughter, Letetia Gail, to Mr. a tree three times. Officials of
ed crocodile was recommended of fresh air schools were estab- lege while in the South.
ards" and for their three weeks CIO.
nd Mrs. David Arnold of 931 ML The Tuberculosis Institute a rid
lished in Chicago for the treatfor a chronic cough.
One of the most impressionable
306 Poplar of Laudirslaihs
general strike against their cold
Pisgah.
2. To include a non-discriminaother tuberculosis agencies here
Amulets worn to ward off TB ment of child victims.
sites. Mr. Kaufman said, that he
Pt... IA 1-6348
nial
masters,
A daughter, Suhrena. to Mr. md agree that this is a very interest- were numerous. They varied from
the
British.
bar.
every
collective
tion
clause
in
Later, it was established that had witnessed in America was the
Theresolution said that under gaining agreement they negotiate
ing practice, but they suggest being the root of quince to a climate alone would not cure. Rest,i Grand Canyon, where he had takthat modern Chicagoland residents mole's right foot.
aided by surgery, became an in- en some 60 color shots to display the "oppressive labor legislation with employers to provide for efin the Bahamas, there exists for fective administration of such a
stick to the more orthodox forms
Tied in with the medieval belief tegral and important part of the when he returned home.
most workers neither free collec- clause and to insist on non-dis- 1
of treatment that will return the in kings was the belief that the treatment. This prevailed until
A veteran of the German army,
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Saturday, Feb. 22, at 11602 S. the District Director of Internal J. B. C.
will have a doubly good time. CarDear J. B. C.:
Michigan ave. All members are Revenue.
(English Lady)
a
that
finds
employer
the
When
arrummage
a
lotta.
You
have
their
tough
do
problem,
bring
urged to
ticles in by 7 Friday evening, Feb. domestic employee hired by him
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
will make at least $50 in a quarter,
21.
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Students Win

Leopold,
Touhy
Freed

is

5.

7
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On The Camp

Brutality
By Police
Rapped

Krey Plan Can
Win Percolator

FirstSnowfallAstounds
Somali Student In U.S.
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Explains Security For
Domestic Employment

STOP HUNTING!

S
HARRY'
AT
STOP
Brand
Favorite
For Your
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STOIR

will

194 East Calhoun

GUIDE
POST

•

MONEY NOW
$2500 to $100°°
LOANS
SHORT TERM

KING FINANCE

THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR

QUICK CASH

888 Poplar

JA. 6-0651

MADAM BELL

This in bit aew office at Se
is back after
State Line. MADAM
she
king time of being away and et
back to stay la her sew home.
Are you Mandated with marriage? 0.
you lest faith hi year husband, wife or sweetheart? Bre
in bad health? Are you diaeouraged? If any of Men are
problem,, come let MADAM BELL advise yew at
will read life to you just as she would read an open
Tell you why year job or badness Is not a memos. If you ha

azu

NYAL PHARMACY
•

3109 So. Third-At Brooks Rd.
$50130 to $50000
Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call

•

Open 8 A.M. 'Til 10 P.M.

LUCKY
STRIKE

•

CIGARETTES

Barton Heights Substation

It's the Light Smoke

Phone EX 7-9511

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

rOup,
,4080,
Co., ivirif

U. S. POST OFFICE
For Your Convenience
•

HARLEM FINANCE CO.

Save Cash Register Receipts Until
Totals $10.00 - Then Redeem Them
For A Valuable Gift.

JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE

Fast — Free Delivery Service

cNee
1 r°7Your
C001
wst •

Advemserattot?

IMMO

WDIA

aso
MEMPHIS allo
Amu
1070 on your dial mom
411•118•111M

law

failed is. the rest rows see MADAM IRELL at Dace.
Located tot Highway SI South, prat over alksholiptd
Limo, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks
where she use to stay right adds the Deflate Motel. Be
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her
at all dates (She never had as tittles ha West Memphis.)
Catch yellow has marked Whitehavea State Line and
off at State Lbse and watt t blocks and see MADAM BELL
NAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY 111 TOO LAT1
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 Lac to 9 p-ia.
1102a190 Day, Ores on Sasday9
I dmet make any hent• calls or answer any Wows. Bo
to look for the right sign and the right IMO&
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Miss Lawrence In Racel
For Secretary Of '58'

16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 1, 1958

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-

Scouts Prepare For Biggest Good Turn
XE

Miss Cora L. Lawrence, former "We are very much pleased
Tri-State Defender employee, has with Miss Lawrence's work. She is
been selected as a candidate for conseientions and very efficient.
the "Miss Secretary of 1958" na- She serves as receptionist and sectional contest, it was announced retary to three directors, and is
last week by W. D. Callian, dean in charge of purchasing of supof the Henderson Business college. plies." Miss Lawrence is furtherInformed of her selection as can- ing her education by attending
didate, Miss Lawrence said: "I evening classes at Central Business
am so thrilled to be picked to college, (Extension of Indiana Una
oompete in this contest and I versity.)
hope that the general public will
The names of three national
well. Kou know, we secretaries finalists will be announced from
hop ethat the general public will Washington, D. C., in mid-April.
really come to recognize our con- The three finalists will than be
tribution to the Americas way of flown to Washington and "Miss
life."
Secretary of 1958" will be chosen.
Miss Lawrence is now employed Last year nationwide attention was
.
by the National Christian Mission- focused upon the secretarial field
ary convention, Indianapolis, Ind. in this manner and the contest ofShe has been a secretary there ficials expect a heavy response
since March, 1957. Emmett J. of candidates again this year. Miss
Dickson, her employer, praised Lucille Geyer of Boston is the curher highly, saying:
rent "Miss Secretary."

Dots &
Dashes
'
i
axhiin
sehasbeenyver
Stewar-FnkliM

busy term
around Henderson Business College. We have engaged in many
activities in addition to our regular studies. We enjoy interesting programs during our assembly
hours on Tuesday and Fridays,
Fromm time to time, we invite
our many friends to share thei experiences
with us. Rev. J. A. McMr.. MaybeHe Lattimore was In
Daniel, secretary, Memphis UrMemphis recently, where she nnban League, brought us some valuable points on "What Is Expectderwant an operation.
test
driver-safety
gives
right,
Fox,
14,
Howard
Eagle Scout
ed of a Secretary." We didn't
Augustus Williams Is ill at his
to Stanley C. Hope. president of Esso Standard Oil Company. 'know
i
so much was expected of
home on Pennington street.
in' New York as 43; million members of Boy Scout organizaa secretary. I can see now that a
Mrs. Elnont Hill and Mrs. Detions throughout the country begin their 1958 National Safety
President
secrtary
or a record-keeper plays
Good Turn—a campaign suggested to the Scouts by
!gine Hoarde are patients at the
Eisenhower. Mr. Hope is a member of the National Advisory
a very important role in every
Lauderdale County hospital.
Committee for the Safety Good Turn, which will continue the
phase of business. Some weeks latThe members of the senior choir
rest of the year. Literature, films, community programs and
er our own Nat D., from WDIA,
at the Morning Star Baptist Church
other activities will be used to help reduce the accident toll and
brought us a special message that
promote safe practioes on the highway, at _work, at play and in
have exchanged their black robes
gave us something to think about
the home. Watching the above test, center, are Henry T.
for beautiful maroon ones and
of
Lambert, president of the Manhattan Council, Boy Scouts
for a ion?, long time.
were wearing them last Sunday.
America, and Cub Scout Sanford Garfunkel.
Following the organization of
n was through the efforts of Waltour Student Council for 1958,
er Wilson that these new robes
"Miss Henderson" was selected.
were obtained.
Well, whom do you think was the
The Lauderdale Ift Yellow JackNEW YORK — The proclaina- Chancery Court."
lucky girl? It was none other than
ets are sharpening their sting for
The NAACP had previously filtion by Gov. Orval E. Faubus reMiss Josephine Jones. To know
yoking the franchise of certain cor- ed suit contending that as a nonthe District Tournament which
her is to love her. Sheehas peropens on Thursday, Feb. 20, at
porations doing business in the profit organization it is not resonality plus—a senior, too. The
state "does not affect the National quired to pay the franchise tax.
Somerville. They anticipate vicofficers of the Student Council are
tory for themselves this year.
Association for the Advancement
as follows: Bennie Minor, presi.
of Colored People," Roy Wilkins,
Eugene Scott, the son of Mrs.
dent
Charlotte Jackson, secretary.
the organ ization's executive secTaylor Halliburton, is back home
as
a
Funeral services for Ira Willis up until his death he worked
Charles Mathis, treasurer: Addie
retary, said recently.
after having spent 2 years in the
servWalker, 44. a former Memphian dining car waiter on a line
Hunt, business manager. The StuThe Arkansas governor announcU. S. Army.
who was killed in an automoble ing the Pacific Northwest.
dent Council is very helpful around
school, Thursday. Feb. 13, dueFRAZIER HIGH QUEEN —
ed on Feb. 12 that he was reMr. and Mrs. Willie Louis Neludent
Named
only
Walker's
accident in Seattle, Wash., were Ironically, Mr.
our school,
Mg their homecoming basketvoking the franchises of some 300
Lover Miss His me Armstrong,
son, received a letter recently
brother, Frank, was also killed .The freshman class, under direcball game. Dianne is a freshdomestic and out-of-state corpora13.year-old daughter of Mr. and
HUMBOLDT — Miss Louie held in that city last week.
from their daughter, Miss Billye
his
reared
by
accident.
As
a
studhighway
Mr. Walker was
in a
tion (a Mrs. Jean Gilmore, preman, active in the Library
tions for failure to pay the 1957 Hunt, a Stigall High school stuMrs. Turner Armstrong of
Nesson, in Nashville informing
, aunt, Mrs. Blanche Rawlins Mc- ent at Tennessee A and I State sented a very unique program.
Club of her school, and a mem.
franchise tax on Feb. 1.
Millington, Tenn., was crowndent, has been selected as "Miss
them that she had taken time
gone
to
Manassas
St.,
a
he
had
N.
1933,
Claran,
of
500
university
in
They sprang a big surprise on
her of the Pep Squad
Mr. Wilkins cited a letter re- Outlook of 1958" in a contest
ed queen of Frazier high
out from her studies at Tennesceived by the NAACP from a sponsored by the Outlook Civic retired school teacher, and had Chicago to appear with the their audience when they appearsee A and I State university to
at
the
choir
concert
school's
ed
in dark skirts and red blouses.
special assistant to the Araansas club of Humboldt.
have the mumps.
World's Fair, and was returning to Gee, They really looked swell.
Attorney General in which he said,
Mrs. Anna Campbell is very ill,
"it will not be necessary for you Miss Hunt was given a certifiNashville, when a heavy freight Thera WWI nothing short about
and was rushed to the Lauderto take any action in response to cate as winner.
truck sideswiped the bus. He died their program, either. Would you
recently.
hospital
County
dale
my letter notifying you that the The young woman is the daughen route to a Louisville hospital. like to know the names of the
Johnie McBride is also a pati1957 franchise taxes are delin- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hunt,
Seven students were injured in the officers of the freshman class?
ent at the Lauderdale County hosHere they are: Sue Hall, presiquent," because the question as to and is a member of the St.
crash.
pital.
whether the NAACP is required James Baptist church, of which
Mr. Walker was a graduate of dent, Barbara Jacobs, secretary;
to pay the tax "is already in- Rev. B. G. Ragsdale is the pasBooker T. Washington nigh school George Ilarding, assistant secretCongressman Charles C. Diggs, justly proud."
volved in a law suit in Pulaski , tor.
and a member of the Collins CME ary; Patricia Oats, treasurer;
Congressman Diggs suggested
jr., (D-Mich.) has asked that NeLouise Shipp, business manager;
church when he lived here.
groes be employed in roles other , that Mr. Cullman 'consult with
Hazel Casey reporter. The Freshhis
aunt,
Mrs.
McAside
from
than that of entertainers at the such non-political figures at Dr.
man gave a parte at the home
is
Claran,
Mr.
Walker
survived
by
Brussels Universal and Interna- Ralph Bunche or Dr. Mordecai,
of Miss Jaiqueline Johnson. It was
of
Mrs.
Lilly
Walker.
his
wife,
which
the
tional Exhibition to be held in Johnson to find ways in
Portland, Oregon, five aunts, Mrs. well attended and we had oodles
attainments of Negroes can be inthe Belgium capital this year.
Sarah Thrower, Mrs, Yetta Holli- of fun.
American
exthe
e
corporated
in
Sit back now and see what the
Having learned that the United
day, Mrs. Sadie Anderson, Mrs.
States had decided to spend an hibit.
seniors are doing — like the song
Mattie Bragg of Chicago, and Mrs.
additional $2,054,000 in the AmeriMollie Hall of Memphis; and an "their time is winding up." Just
can Exhibit at the World's Fair,
uncle, Bennie Walker, of Chicago. one more quarter, and they will
EDGAR T. STEWART
By
They
were
coming
across
a
letter
to
wrote
a
Congressman
the
For Mrs. McClaran, it was the I be ready to take a job as a bookThere were three Dumases In bridge when Dumas spied them
Howard Cullman, in charge of the
third death to occur in her family keeper or secretary. This class is
French history. Thomas Alexander He rode back and with his sword
exhibit, asking that Negroes be
in the past three months. In De- taking the executive secretarial
Dumas, the first of whom we have cut them down until the few who
hired also as usher guides, clerical
cember, she lost a sister. Mrs. and the higher accounting coursa record, was born in 1762 on the were left fled.
IRA W. WALKER
workers, and as skilled maintenA 29-year-old ad oted narcotics island of Ilaiti of a French father
I. aerie Eva Hail, of St. Louis, Mo., CS.
Alexander, the elder, was one o
ance men.
addict Wednesday was sentenced and a Negro mother. Alexander the world's greatest novelists, and been living on the West Coast for ;lad in January, another nephew,' Since we enroll new students at
In his letter Coneressman Diggs
term in Dumas, the elder, was his son and
said, "It is my understanding that to a two to six year
a very prolific writer. Two of his some years. During World War II William DeWitt Rankins, died in the beginning of each quarter, we
have son,e stucrents completing
you have already contracted with prison after he ploaded guilty to born to a French mother. The most famous writings are "The he served in the U. S. Navy, andl Memphis.
their courses at the end of each
several of America's great Negro selling heroin last Dec. 21.
younger Alexander Dumas was Three Musketeers," and "The
.11111111111111111111111liellatell11111111011111111111111111111111111111lagellailluitiallallatitallialltiliallalla111111011M1
Chief
Justice born in 1824.
quarter. Miss Mary D. Curtis, who
musical artists. I hope, however, Sentenced by
Count of Monte Cristo."
commeted the Executive Secretarithat you will broaden this con- Harold P. O'Connell was William
Thomas was a great soldier, and
"The Three Musketeers" is a
S.
State
St.
Portwood,
of
4840
al
Course in the early part of
cept to indicate that we are more
he rose rapidly from the rank of historical novel, the story of D'Arlast December, is now employed
than just entertainers, that we Portwood told the jurist he has private to general. A giant in size tagnan and themusketeers Athos
•
at the University Life Insurance
have made many achievements in been using narcotics for some 10 and in strength, it is said that he Athos Porthos and Aramis. The
Company. The following students
other fields for which America is years.
at one time was commander-in- main plot was furnised by the anwho will complete the executive
chief of Napoleon's cavalry.
tagoniism which existed between
WASHINGTON — (INS) —
conference, said:
secretarial course at the end of
Two incidents will show the Cardinal Richelieu and Queen
The president of the American
"1 am convinced that the fig. this quarter. March 'T. ` are Mary
character of the man. At one time, Anne.
Medical Association has die; ure is entirely too high and out Glenn, Pearlie Sommerville and
it is said that he saw a soldiei
"The Count of Monte Cristo," puled the latest Kinsey
report's
of correct proportion. In my Bennie Minor.
committing a wrongful act. Ile is a novel in which Edmond Pancontention that medical doctors
opinion, there are a negligible
A few weeks ago, the senior
dashed over to the man, seized ics, who was unjustly tried and
performed abortions on 88 per
number of physicians who will class gave an enjoyable party at
him by the collar, and rode to the imprisoned, escaped by taking the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
cent of women who admitted
perform an illegal abortion."
guard house holding him with one place of a dead man, and used the
baying illegal operations.
The report, compiled by the Smith. Mrs. Jacquelyn Smith
hand, and guiding his horse with dead man's money to punish his
Dr. David Allman of Atlantic
famed institute for sex research greeted her guest in a most gracthe other.
enemies,
City, N. J., who was in Washingat Indiana University, was based ious manner and saw that every
On another occasion he was
Alexander the younger was also
on interviews with 5,293 women. one had a wonderful time.
seated on his horset in battle in the a great writer, and is best remem- ton to address the national food
The members of the social comrear of the Franch army watch- bered for his novel "La Dame aux 11111111111111111111111111111telnellialalleillellielleell11111 III111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111a mittee, who were responsible for
ing the fighting, when an Austrian Camelias," which described the
the gala affair were Amanda
The Yukon, 2,300 miles long, is
cavalry detatchment of about 25 world in which he had been living. the largest river in Alaska and is
Jones. Josephine , Jones, Barbara
attempted to attack the rear of the His dramas became social serm- the fifth largest
Anderson, Barbara Burke, Annie
in all North
French.
ons.
Dawkins, Vernet' Day, Mary
rice.
Glenn and Buford Malone.
Seen at the party were: Addie
Hunt, Emily King, Glenda Adams,
Bell,
Thelma Doxey, Marvin
Grady Bins, Dorothy Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Jackson, Wilma
Leonard J. Carney, 920 E. 42nd
Moody, Oleria Clayborne, Inez
place is the new president of Lo- Brunson, Marva Walters, William
cal 1308 UAW-C10 at the inter- Ragleand, Harry Harris, Miss Inez
national Harvester plant, 2.ath and Dallas, Isaac Lee, Bert Morrow,
Jimmy Fields, Orzelle Mason,
Western avenue.
Mr. Carney has worked at the Clifford Grice, Beatrice Shaw,
Larry Jones, Willie Stevens, Mrs.
plant 23 years.
By ETHEL L, PAYNE
Yak' and Columbia Law School sons he was chosen by President
Mr. Carney filled the vaeancy Bernice Mayes, Mr. Leon Jones,
WASHINGTON — The new di- has spent little else time besides1 Eisenhower, since has has no emo- left by past president Charles J. Albert Coffman, Frank Kelly and
rector of the Civil Rights Com- his schooling outside of his native' tional ties to the subject. Yester- Kelly when Mr. Kelly was promot- many others. Mrs. Bernice Mayes
day he told some committee mem- ed International staff represent.. is senior class adviaor.
mission was described by those state.
bers after he got unanimous apwho know him as being a typical
In his campus days, he ming- proval that he expected to have live.
rugged New Englander with a led with a set that like to
Inhabitants of the Philippine IS.
describe an "open mind" on the subject.; Mr. Carney was elected vice
passion for stern principles, but he themselves as "boheinians,".
presindet of the local in 1954. He lands speak 87 different languagbut
Tiffany aces a grilling bothin was a steward six years. and a es, all
knows little about the subject , that youthful fling
related and some o‘them
seems to have the
Senate before the Judiciary:
first hand of the job to which he: been put away with his
only dialets.
college Committee which must approve grievance man two years.
has been named.
books.
him and beore the House ApproCharles A. Tiffany, the 45-yearHe is now known to be a stick- priations Committee which must
old lawyer from Concord is a de- ler for the law and in the
tradi- approve funds for the operation of
scendant of abolitionists on both tion of his independent forebear.
the commission.
sides o
is family. They were em, he outrayed some of his felUntil these matters are cleared,1
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL - MEMPHIS
against slavery as normally low townsmen by openly approving
no staff can be appointed. The'
wrong.
For sitting and sipping, or served
RICHARD (Tuft) GREENE - Director
of the Supreme Court decision in administration is hoping to get
However. in a state of less than the freeing of 12 communists.
enough money to hire a huge staff
with meals and snacks, the unique good
WE SELL AND SERVICE THEM
606.000 population today, New
His weakest point is his total in- to make up for lost time.
Ilampshire has less than 1500 experience with Negroes in numtaste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Wary Southerners will probe TifNegroes in the whole state, Con- bers and therefore a remoteness fany thoroughly to see
what Ina
Friends dropping in tonight?
cord the fourth largest citx has from the problems of living under attitudes are before approving
PAPP/ SUGGESTION: ilai
HOME OF THE BANDS
30,000 residents.
buffet-way to serve up chicken
either him or the funds, Tiffany
segregated conditions.
Better stock up on Coke today...
111 MADISON AVENUE
„Tiffany who was educated at
This is \probably one of the rea- will probably resign his seat in
salad: heap the salad into splitthe best-loved sparkling drink
- the New Hampshire legislature.
and-buttered hot-dog rolls, set
Phone JA 7-6732 — Memphis 3, Tenn.
Incidentally there is only one
'em out on a platter and team
in all the world.
HUNTERS, FISHERMEN, BOATMEN, SKIN-DIVERS
NAACP branch in the whole state.,
with
ice-cold
Coke!
M.M.••••■••••
mom
This was recently formed at Ports-1
— JOIN THE SEARCH —
mouth where there is a name
PIRATES, HIGHWAYMEN, early settlers and explorers often
base and a sizeable number of Newere forced to bury their valuables for safe-keeping, or when
ere personnel.
pursued. It is estimated that lost treasure valued at hundreds
Dave Hall, managing editor of
of millions of dollars lies buried along our coasts, rivers and
the new monthly Hi Fi and Music
pioneer trails. Treasure hunters expect to recover millions
Review magazine, swears he saw
if dollars' worth of gold, silver, coin, ivory, church ornaa new album the other day. It's
!nests, and jewelry this year.
Stops Attacks in Minutes... Relief Lasts for
called "Music To Buy Records
Hounl
N. Y.(SpeelsI)—The asthma
We have available valuable information that every outdoors
mmatene opens bronchial tubes,
fly."
fnrmula
5,
ibed more than any loosens
inan should possess. You can share in an exciting adventure
mucous
congeetion,
relieves
other by doctors for their private taut nervous
and possibly be one of those who recover treasure. We will
tension. All this withpatients in now available to asthma out taking
painful
injectionn.
sufferers without prescription.
supply you with concise up-to-date material on over 100 lost
Words of the Wise
Thesecret is—Pri mitten.combines
Medical teets proved this formula 3 medicines
ireasureli. perhaps some of them near you or the landmarks
(in full prescription
The work an unknown good
atop,”thme attacks in minutes and strength)
found most effective In
vou pass each day. Send 0.00 cash, check or money order
man has done is like a vein
gives hours of freedom from recurfor asthma distrese.
renee of painful asthma spasms. combination
for "Treasure Trove" today.
of water flowing hidden unEach performs • special purpose.
This formula limo effective that it
So look forward to sleep at night
derground, secretly making
I. the physieians' leading asthma and
TASTE
GOOD
OF
SIGN
freedom from asthma imams
KING
the ground green
SOUTHERN EXPLORERS EQUIPMENT CO.
REGULAR
prescription',o safe that now it can
Primatene,,at any drugstore.
(Thomas Carlyle)
rosT (MICE BOX 11065 -- HOUSTON 23, TEXAS
be sold -- withnat preReriptiere — in ...get
Only Oaf—money-back-guarantee.
Settled under authority of The Coco-Colo Company by Coce-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, Tenn.
tiny tablets called Primates*.
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NAACP Not Hit By
Gov's Proclamation

Miss ti
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FOrifler Memphian Dies
n Seattle Auto Crash
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Hire Negroes At U.S.
Exhibit, Diggs Asks

ree Dumases Figure
In history Of France

Addict Given
Prison Term

Denies Kinsey Figures
On Illegal Operations

Charles A. Tiffany

Carney Named
New Head Of
Union Local

Rights Director Stern,
But Short On Subject

HAPPY-UP A HOME PARTY WITH

COKE!

WE SALUTE THE BAND!
COLIE STOLTZ MUSIC CO.

nj

4.
odyt

Asthma Formula Prescribed
MostBy Doctors—Available
Now Without Prescription
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